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Call for the Fourth National Conference 
of the spartacist League of the u.s. 

To all Local and Organizing 
Committees and Members of 
the SL/U.S.: 

12 June 1974 

On behalf of the Central Committee, the Political Bureau hereby 
calls the Fourth National Conference of the SL/U.S. to convene in 
southern Hichigan on Wednesday, 28 August 1974 and to continue for 
two and one half more days, adjourning on Saturday, 31 August. A 
party plenum is projected for the latter half of that last day. (The 
Na"tional Conference is being held in conjunction 'lTi th the SL-RCY 
Summer Camp which runs from 1 p.m., Saturday, 24 August through 
noon, Sunday, 1 September. It is also proposed that the RCY National 
Conference occupy Sunday and Honday, 25 and 26 August, and that 
youth and party plenums take place on Tuesday, 27 August.) 

Proposed Agenda 

The PB proposes that the Conference agenda include the following 
points: 

-The l"Jorld Ivlovement and the international Spartacist tendency 

-The National Question and its Concrete Application in Complex 
Conditions 

-Perspectives and Tasks of the SL/U.S. 

-reports and comraissions on conference credentials, CC nomina
tions, SL local work, trade union work and perspectives, Black, 
women, Latin, press, national organization and youth 

-adoption of Organizational Rules 

-election of new Central Committee and Control Commission 

Pre-Conference Discussion 

The SL pre-Conference discussion period formally opens with the 
publication of this Internal Discussion Bulletin"-containing this 
Conference Call, the draft "Declaration for the Organizing of an 
International Trotskyist Tendency" (with appended report on the 
interim international conference held in Germany in January 1974), 
the Trade Union Commission's .. Spartacist League Trade Union ~vork, II 
and the Hinutes (with attachments) of the 16-17 Harch Enlarged 3rd 
Plenum of the 3rd Central Committee. In addition the RCY has nm'i 
published its draft "Tasks of the RCY for the Coming Period ll in its 
Internal Discussion Bulletin No.12, 15 June. 

The attention of the membership is also directed to those bulle
tins published since the last National Conference: the TUC's Inter
nal Trade Union Information Bulletin, July 1973; the two Internation
al Discussion Bulletins of August 1973 and March 1974 on Stalinism; 
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and especially the U.S.-Ceylon exchange in the third International 
Discussion Bulletin. 

Comrades should also be familiar with the first product of the 
Benjamin-Cunningham group, tiThe Fall of Allende and the Triumph of 
the Chilean Counterrevolution--the Spartacist League and the Strategy 
of Abstentionist Putschism" (reprinted by the SL) and with the most 
recent IIBasic Documents of the Spartacist League" in Harxist Bulletin 
No.9--Part III. 

Additional material is already scheduled to appear in later Bulle
tins: the "Perspectives" and "Tasks" sections of the main domestic 
resolution; a document on the National Question, a supplemental inter
national memorandum; and a few contributions from individual members 
previously received. Haterial for the International Discussion Bulle
tin is also accumulating rapidly. 

Pre-Conference Procedures 

Pre-Conference discussion and delegate election procedures will 
be as set forth for the last National Conference (see pages 2 through 
5 of the Conference Call in Internal Discussion Bulletin No. 15, 
August 1972), except as follows: 

1) Because the Conference will be away from a party centre and 
preceded by several days of such isolation from adequate technical 
facilities, tighter restrictions must be placed on late arriving mat
erial to be published in the Discussion Bulletin. Therefore the PB 
directs that any document over sixty double-spaced pages in length 
submitted at any time, or in the last month before the Conference any 
over thirty pages, or over ten pages received after 9 August, or any 
document at all received after 16 August must be previously negotiat
ed with and agreed to by the Central Offi~ --

2) Comrades who are otherwise qualified to vote, but who are 
away from their and any Local or Organizing Committee of the SL/U.S. 
as a result of a specific working party assignment, may cast a writ
ten proxy vote in the last local committee of which they were or re
main members. I1embers-at-large, who reside near a local committee, 
may cast a vote in that local committee, providing they participate 
in pre-Conference discussion in that local. These provisions shall 
include SL/u.s. members outside the U.S., i.e. providing that such 
comrades do not have present voting rights in another section or sym
pathizing group. 

3) The ratio of members voting to delegates shall be five to 
one. Therefore, in general, where n is 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 •••• : 

(a) for a faction of 5n qualified and voting supporters in a 
local, there will be n delegates, each with one full vote 

(b) for a faction of 5n + 1, there will be n-l delegates with 
one full vote each, and one other delegate with 1 liS vote 
(for Sn+l) or 4/5 vote (for 5n-l). 
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(c) for a faction of 5n+2, there will be n-l delegates with one 
full vote each, and-one other delegate with 1 2/5 vote (for 
5n+2) or 3/5 vote (for 5n-2). 

(d) where n = 0, the faction may assign the votes of its 1 or 
2 local supporters as proxies if supporters exist elsewhere, 
to obtain Conference representation. 

4) While the ten dollar Conference assessment must be paid prior 
to voting for positions and electing delegates, locals are urged to 
collect and transmit these monies early so as to facilitate the trav
el of delegates. Note that with the Conference locale in the mid
West, delegates normally entitled to consideration for reimbursement 
of a portion of their expenses will be in this case from the East, 
South and, especially, the Pacific Coast. 

(adopted by PB #32, 12 June 1974) 



draft 
DECLARATION FOR THE ORGANIZING 

OF AN INTERNA'I'IONAL TRO'rSKYIST TEHDENCY 

1. The Spartacist League of Australia anc1 New Zealand and the 
Spartacist League of the United States declare themselves to be the 
nucleus for the early crystallization of an international Trotskyist 
tendency based upon the 1966 Declaration of Principles and dedicated 
to the rebirth of the Fourth International. 

2. In a half dozen other countries part,ies, groups and committees 
have expressed their general or specific sympathy or support for 
the international Spartacist tendency, as have scattered supporters 
or sympathizers from a number of additional countries. Among these 
groups and individuals are comrades, in both Europe and Asia, possess' 
ing many years or even decades of experience as cadres of the Trot
skyist movement. 

3. The Revolutionary Internationalist Tendency, a small Narxist \ving 
of the "United Secretariat," centered on the United States and ''lith 
supporters in Australia and elsewhere, has seen its spokesmen expel
led from their national sections and parties for seeking to express 
their views \V'ithin the United Secretariat, that deeply factionally 
divided and unprincipled conglomeration of reformists and revision
ists, latter-day Rautskys, Bukharins and Pablos. If the main con
tenders in the "United Secretariat" are united in their common and 
not-so-veiled class collaborationist appetites, they are deeply 
divided J;>et\veen the electoralism and placid neo-populism of, e. g . , 
the Amer~can Socialist ~iorkers Party and the guerrilla-terrorist 
enthusing of, e.g., the French eX-Ligue Communiste. These difference' 
reflect far more the differing national terrains and resulting oppor
tunist appetites than they 'do any questions of principle. The recent 
ly concluded tlTenth vlorld Congress" of the United Secretariat re
fused to hear or even acknowledge the appeal of RIT comrades against 
their expulsion. The RIT forces are nmv making common cause 'vi th 
the Spartacist tendency. They are but a vanguard of those who will 
struggle out of the revisionist s\vamp and tmvard revolutionary Harx
ism. Already in France an oppositional Central Committee member of 
the former Ligue Communiste has broken from the Front Communiste Re
volutionnaire (recently formed by Rouge) in solidarity with the views 
of the RIT. 

4. In Germany senior elements from the centrist and now fragmented 
left split from the United Secretariat in 1970 are being \von to the 
Spartacist tendency. They are regrouping around the publication 
Kommunistische Korrespondenz. In Germany three inextricable tasks 
are posed for Leninists: to programmatically win over subjectively 
revolutionary elements from among the thousands of young left social
democrats, centrists, revisionists and ~laoists; to fuse together 
intellectual and proletarian elements, above all through the develop
ment and struggle of communist industrial fractions; to inwardly 
assimilate some thirty years of Harxist experience and analysis from 
vlhich the long break in continuity has left the ne,,, generation of 
German revolutionary Harxistsstill partially isolated. 
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5. In Austria, Israel, Canada and elSe\'lhere similar splits, follow
ed by revolutionary regroupment and grmvth, are occurring. In Aus
tria the initial nucleus came from the youth of the United Secretar
iat section. 'J:'he "Vanguard" group of Israel is the last still united 
section of the old IIInternational Committee" 'i.vhich split in 1971 
between the British Socialist Labour League's wing led by Gerry 
Healy (with which the American v70rkers League of ~'10hlforth is still 
united despite friction) and the French Organisation Communiste 
Internationaliste led by Pierre Lambert which subsequently lost most 
of its international support--i.e. with the Bolivian Partido Obrero 
Revolucionario of G. Lora and the European groupings around the Hun
garian, Varga, both breaking a\'my. If the rlVanguard" group amid 
this welter of disintegration is still unable to choose between the 
counterposed claims of Healy and Lambert, it did produce and prompt
ly expel a principled and valiant counter-tendency to both. In 
Canada youth from the Revolutionary f1arxist Group's Red Circles are 
being dra\vn to Trotskyism. Every'vhere unprincipled formations are 
subjected to the hammer blows of sharpened capitalist crisis and up
surge in the class struggle. 

6. In Ceylon where the historical consequences of Pabloist revision
ism have been most fully revealed, only the Revolutionary vJorkers 
Party, led by the veteran Trotskyist, Edmund Samarakkody, has emerged 
",Ii th integrity from the \'lel ter of betrayals perpetrated by the old 
LSSP and which were aided and abetted by the United Secretariat, 
its unspeakable agent on the island, Bala Tampoe, and the craven 
Healyite "International Committee." The RHP has been compelled to 
seek to generalize the revolutionary Harxist program ane\"l from I1arx
ist class struggle principles. 

7. The Spartacist tendency is now actively \vorking for the immed
iate convening of an international conference to politically and 
geographically extend the tendency and to further formalize and 
consolidate it. The tendency organizing nucleus ..,Till seek to \york 
in the closest collaboration with sympathizing groups, particularly 
in continuing and assuring a broadly-based and full written and verbal 
discussion process leading to this international conference. 

In the pre-conference interim the tendency organizing nucleus 
assumes political and organizational responsibility for the prior 
international resolutions, declarations, open letters and agreements 
for comnl0n work of its present constitutent groups. These documents 
notably mclude: "TmV'ard Rebirth of the Fourth International," 14 
June 1963; Statement to the 3rd Conference of the International 
Committee, 6 April 1966; Letter to the OCRFI and French OCI, 15 Janu
ary 1973 i Letter to Samarakkody, 27 Oc·tober 1973; the historical 
analyses: "Genesis of Pabloism," "Development of the Spartacist 
League [of Ne'i.'l Zealand]," and "The Struggle for Trotskyism in Cey
lon"; and the agreements endorsed at the interim international con
ference held in Germany in January 1974. 

8. Both the present "United Secretariat" and the former"Internation
al Committee ll despite their respective pl:etensions lito be" the Fourtn 
International, as a necessary condition for their fake "unities,1I 
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have chronically r.tocked the principles of internc.tionalism and of 
Bolshevik democratic centralism as their different national groups or 
nationally-based factions have gone their own way--ultimately in res
ponse to the pressures of their own ruling classes. Thus until the 
English and French components of the ex-<lInternational Committee" 
blew apart, the International committee operated explicitly on the 
proposition that lithe only method of arriving at decisions that re
mains possible at present is the principle of unanimity" (decision 
at the 1966 London International Committee Conference). Today, 
follm'ling the just concluded "Tenth Congress" of the United Secretar
iat, its American supporters, being themselves in the Hinority 
internationally, threaten their mvn national minority, the Inter
nationalist Tendency (\'lhich belongs to the international Hajori ty) , 
by declaring: 

"The Socialist Horkers Party proclaims its fraternal solidarity 
with the Fourth International but is prevented by reactionary 
legislation from affiliating to it. All political activities 
of members of the m1P are decided upon by the democratically 
elected national leadership bodies of the S"\'lP and by the local 
and branch units of the party. Unconditional acceptance of the 
authority of these SUP bodies is a prerequisite of membership. 
There are no other bodies \·,hose decisions are binding on the 
S~1P or itsmembers. 1l (our emphasis) (SHP Internal Information 
BUlletin #4, April 1974, from Introductory Eo~17 April 1974) 

9. This apparently naked assertion of national independence by or 
toward organizations in the United States is not unique and has a 
specific history. Thus the American Healyite publicist, Hohlforth, 
declares in his pamphlet, "Revisionism in Crisis": 

IIt'lith the passing of the Voorhis Act in 1940 the St'JP was 
barred from membership in the Fourth International by law. 
Ever since that time the SNP has not been able to be an 
affiliate of the Fourth International. So today its 
relationship to the United Secretariat is one of political 
solidarity just as the 't'lorkers I League stands in political 
solidarity \'lith the International Committee.1: 

The"Voorhis Act'; passed by the American Congress in 1940 has been 
used as a convenient excuse for revisionists to more openly display 
their concrete anti-internationalism than is convenient for their 
co-thinkers elsewhere. 

This act, while ostensibly aimed centrally at domestic military 
conspiracies directed by foreign powers, was actually intended, as 
\V'as the overlapping II Smi th Act," to harass the American Communist 
Party, then supporting the Hitler-Stalin Pact. A key provision 
states: "An organization is subject to foreign control if ... its 
policies or any of them are determined by or at the suggestion of ..• 
an international political organization" (political activity being 
defined as that aimed at the forcible control or overthrmV' of the 
government). Such organizations were to be subject to such massive 
and repetitive "registration" requirements as to paralyze them, 
quite aside from the impermissible nature of many of the disclosures 
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similar to the later "Comnunist Control Act" 
fought by the American CPo Dut the "Voorhis 
unconstitutional and contradictory provisions 
the government--only by revisionists. 

10. Today the United Secretariat Hajority makes loud cries in favor 
of international unity and discipline i.e., over the SHP's views 
and conduct, but it was not alVlays so. I'Jhen the forerunner of the 
Spartacist League tried to appeal its expulsion from the SNP to the 
United Secretariat, Pierre Frank wrote for the United Secretariat 
on 28 Hay 1965 that! 

"In reply to your letter of Ilay 18 ~le call your attention first 
of all to the fact that the Fourth International has no organ
izational connection with the Socialist Horkers party and con
sequently has no jurisdiction in a problem such as you raise; 
namely, the application of democratic centralism as it affects 
the organization either as a \-lh01e or in individual instances. II 

After Frank gave the Spartacists his answer, Healy publicly 
expressed sympathy for the Spartacists' plight, charging in his 
Newsletter of 16 June 1965 that Frank "ducks behind a legal formula 
for cover." But vlhen Healy's mm ox was gored by the S~,'7P' s publica
tion of the embarr2.ssing pamphlet '1Healy 'Reconstructs' the Fourth 
International,1I Healy's SLL threatened violence and/or legal action 
("Political Committee Statement, II 20 August 1966 Ne\'lsletter) against 
any who circulated the pamphlet in his England. Shortly he used 
both--the Tate affair! Healy claimed as the basis for his threats 
the self-same fear of the Voorhis Act on behalf of Wohlforth and the 
Spartacists. But the Spartacjst then replied: 

"We for our part reject the SLL's solicitousness on our behalf. 
The Voorhis Act is a paper tiger--never used against anyone 
and patently unconstitutional. -For the Justice Department to 
start proceedings against a small group like ours or the smaller 
and less threatening [v70hlforthite] ACFI "lould make the govern
ment a laughing stock, and Healy knm'ls this. He is aware that 
for years the SvlP has hidden behind this very act to defend 
its o\'ln federalist idea of an International. II 

--Spartacist #7, Sept.-Oct. 1966 

11. Hore currently, however, as in the United Secretariat Hajority's 
IIAgain, and Ahvays, the Question of the International" (by }\lain 
Krivine and the self-same Pierre Frank, 10 June 1971, SI'1P Inter
national Information Bulletin #5, July 1971) they attack the public 
formulation by Jack Barnes, st·lP National Secretary, that "the prin
cipal condition for international organization ll is "collaboration 
bebleen leaderships •.. in every country." To this idea Krivine and 
Frank counterpose "the International, a '\-lorld party based on demo
cratic centralisI:1. I: And later this Hajori ty Tendency (in IIDB 
Volume X, #20, October 1973) notes that the rlinority, in flagrant 
contradiction to Barnes' and Hansen's previously expressed views, 
declares "\'le vlill do our utmost to construct a strong [international] 
center," and the Hajority concludes that "actual practice leaves no 
doubt: the [Hinority] faction would be for a 'strong center' if it 
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\'lere able to have a majority in it. ll And most recently the same 
United Secretariat l,lajority asserts that behind the acts of the SHP
based Hinority lilies a federalist conception of the International 
\'lhich contradicts the statutes and the line adopted by the [Tenth] 
t'Jorld Congress ll (17 Barch 1974, IIDB Volume XI, #5, April 1974). The 
United Secretariat Hajority oughtto know. They made this accusation 
in commenting on a Tenth Congress joint r1inority-Hajority agreement 
so flagrant in mutually amnestying every sort of indiscipline, public 
attack and disavoHal, organizational chicanery, 'valkout and expul
sion that the I1ajority also had to offer the feeble disclaimer that 
these "compromises adopted at this World Congress should in no way 
be taken as precedents ll and that "the exceptional character of these 
measures is demonstrated, moreover, by the unanimous adoption of 
our new statutes" (\'lhich formally contradict the real practice!). 
Yes indeed, for opportunists and revisionists basic organizational 
principles are not of centralized, comradely, even-handed and consis
tent practice but just boil dOHn to the simple matter of whose ox is 
gored. This is the organizational aspect of Pabloism. 

If today the United Secretariat promises to back up its o\'m 
friends in the 8\'1P should action be taken against them, the point 
to be made is not the United Secretariat's dishonesty and hypocrisy 
per se, but rather the shattering of the United Secretariat's pre
tensions (like those of the International Committee) to be the Fourth 
International. They both trim their avowed organizational principles 
through expediency for petty advantage just as and because they do 
the same ''lith their political principles and program. 

12. The international Spartacist tendency is just that, a tendency 
in the process of consolidation. But from its international outset 
it declares its continuing fidelity already tested for a decade in 
national confines to Ilarxist-Leninist principle and Trotskyist pro
gram--Revolutionary, Internationalist and Proletarian. 

The struggle for the rebirth of the Fourth International 
promises to be difficult, long, and, above all, uneven. But it is an 
indispensible and central task facing those \'lho ''lould \'lin proletarian 
pOVler and thus open the road to the achievement of socialism for 
humanity. The struggle begun by L.D. Trotsky in 1929 to constitute 
an International Left Opposition must be studied. Both despite and 
because of the differing objective and subjective particulars and 
\,li th ultimately common basis then and nOV1 there is much to be learned 
especially as to the testing and selection of cadres in the course 
of the vicissitudes of social and internal struggles. 

The giant figure of Trotsky attracted around itself all sorts 
of personally and programmatically unstable elements repelled by the 
degenerating Comintern. This led, together with demoralization 
from the succession of working-class defeats culminating in the 
second vlorld tvar, to a prolonged and not aluays successful sorting 
out process. It is a small compensation for the lack of a Trotsky 
that the Spartacist tendency has little extraneous, symbolic dra\'ling 
pm"er at the outset. But a decade of largely localized experience 
shm'lS no lack of \veak or accidental elements dravm temporarily to 
the tendency. The only real test is in hard-driving, all-sided 
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involvement in living class struggle. 

As L.D. Trotsky noted in flAt the Fresh Grave of KoteTsintsadze," 
7 January 1931: 

lilt took altogether extraordinary conditions like czarism, 
illegality, prison, and deportation, many years of struggle 
against the I1ensheviks, and especia.lly the experience of three 
revolutions to produce fighters like Kote Tsintsadze ..•. 
liThe Communist parties in the lvest have not yet brought up 
fighters of Tsintsadze' s type. This is their besetting 'Vleak
ness, determined by historical reasons but nonetheless a vveak
ness. The Left Opposition in the \'lestern countries is not 
an exception in this respect and it must \vell take note of 
it." 

Central Committee, SL/ANZ 

Central Committee, SL/U.S. 

[this draft agreed to on 23 Hay 1974 by the PB-SL/U.S. and a rep
resentative of the CC-SL/ANZ and accepted for submission to the two 
Central Conwittees for action and to other groups for discussion] 
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[for release to the public press of sympathizing organizations, 
subsequently printed in Australasian Spartacist #6, na.rch 1974, 

and I'1orkers Vanguard #39, 1 Barch 1974.] 

International Conference Held 

An interim Conference, centered on the European \vork and per
spectives of [(evolutionary Ilarxists, took place this January in 
Germany. Comrades from or in seven countries participated. 

The programmatic basis for the interim Conference VlaS drawn 
from a political agreement on the basis for undertaking common \"JOrk 
in Germany by the Austrian Bolshevik-Leninists and the Spartacist 
League/US. This document, setting forth eight specific points, is 
as follo\'lS: 

"Declaration of Political Basis for Common 
"Jork in Germany" 

"I. The Austrian Bolshevik-Leninists (OBL) will undertake 
poli tical work in Germany in common \"i th the Spartacist League/ 
US on the basis of programmatic agreement \·ii th the 1966 'Dec
laration of Principles' of the SL/US, subsequently adopted also 
by the Spartacist Lea.gue of Imstralia and NeV] Zealand. Funda
mental to this Declaration of Principles are the decisions of 
the Co~munist International during the period of its first four 
Congresses and the 'Transitional Program,' adopted by the 1938 
Founding Conference of the Fourth International • 

II II. In particular the follmdng points are singled out for 
special emphasis or amplification in connection ,,,i th our common 
work: 

"I) Recognition of the necessity of the rebirth of the Fourth 
International, destroyed by Pabloist revisionism. Rejection of 
the claims of all ostensibly Trotskyist international groupings 
to represent programmatically the continuity of, or to be the 
Fourth International. 

"2) Unconditional defense of the degenerated or deformed work
ers states against capitalist imperialism must be coupled \"lith 
recognition of the necessity for political revolution against 
the bureaucracies of all these states, from 110SCO\'l and East Ber
lin to Belgrade, Hanoi, Havana and Peking. 

113) Rejection of the ultra-left position that the Social 
Democratic parties are bourgeois parties through and through. 
Recogni tion of the dual character of reformist \"lOrkers parties, 
such as Social Democratic parties generally, as being simultan
eously bourgeois and workers parties or, in Lenin's terms, 
'bourgeois workers parties.' 

114) Recognition that the Trotskyist tactic of entrism flows 
from the historic task of revolutionists facing massive Social 
Democratic, Labour or Stalinist parties is, under ripe condi
tions, to split such parties into their essentially bourgeois 
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and proletarian elements. This task is vital to the creation 
of mass revolutionary proletarian parties and thereby of ad
vancing on the road to the proletarian revolution itself. 

"5) Rejection of the longtime Pabloist conception of entrism 
('sui generis') to pressure reformist, revisionist or national
ist bureaucracies so that a left section is supposed to be 
assisted in becoming the 'unconscious agent' of an allegedly 
automatic process of permanent revolution, i.e., the denial of 
the centrality of the proletariat and the substitution for its 
programmatically-based revolutionary party in the struggle for 
socialism. Rejection of the ultra-left, and often petty
bourgeois radical, Pabloist complement '\tlhich rejects the tactic 
of entrism as such. 

116) Recognition of the validity of the tactic of revolutionary 
regroupment. This is a tactic which is particularly applicable 
as a means for furthering political differentiation and clari
fication through a process of splits and fusions among osten
sibly revolutionary groups Vlhen conditions have produced turmoii. 
on the left. iTo set the base against the top' is the essence 
of this tactic as it is for other Leninist-Trotskyist tactics 
as well, such as the united front and entrism. 

"7) Recognition of the need to struggle for a class opposition 
to all popular fronts, from Allende's Unidad Popular to the 
Union de la Gauche in France. No electoral support to any of 
the parties of popular fronts. Projection instead, \vhere there 
is no mass revolutionary proletarian pole, of a policy of 
'conditional opposition' to the reformist and revisionist 
parties in such a popular front, i.e., to raise the demand 
that such parties break from their coalition \·lith bourgeois 
elements as a condition for critical support to them by class
conscious militants. 

"8) Acceptance of the Bolshevik-Leninist conception of demo
cratic centralism: full freedom of internal discussion, full 

mity in action. Rejection of 'freedom of criticism' outside 
the party as a perversion of Leninist democratic centralism 
and a thro\,lback to the pre-First l'Jorld Nar Second International,. 

"111. Since the above points constitute a relatively advanced 
level of programmatic agreement, we recognize our responsibilit:y 
to struggle actively for the constitution as soon as possible 
of a democratic-·centralist international Spartacist tendency, 
based on an elaborated common programmatic outlook among 
several national sections. At present, this necessarily 
entails the fullest possible consultation regarding this devel
opment." 

Agreed to by the Political Bureau 
of the SL/US on 10 September 1973; 
and ratified by the Plenum of the 
BBL on 8 December 1973. 
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Edited for pUblication by the 
International Department of the 
SL/US on 14 February 1974. 

, Following discussion this Declaration in draft form ''las en
dorsed by the interim Conference unanimouslY v.7i th one abstention. 

A companion document was also endorsed (unanimously). Its 
political provisions note: 

"[Our] aim .•. is the constitution of a fighting propaganda 
group resolutely based on 'the historic tasks ~ .. lhich f1m\1 from 
[the objective] situation irrespective as to whether or not 
the vlOrkers are today ripe for this. Our tasks don't depend 
on the mentality of the workers. The task is to develop the 
mentality of the workers' (Trotsky). Any programmatic adapt
ation or capitulation to the present consciousness of the 
masses in the name of 'tactics' must be rejected. 

"The work of cor.lmunists in trade unions must aim at the 
construction of a class struggle group with a membership defined 
by participation in the group and by agreement v.li th the program 
of the group; a program \vhich is an application of the Transi
tional Program to the concrete trade union si tuation and \vhich 
aims at posing the class struggle group as an alternative revol
utionary leadership of the union. 

"The goal of the united front tactic is to implant the 
revolutionary program in the masses. Hence the decisive ele
ment of the action of revolutionists within the united front is 
the struggle for the revolutionary program in opposition to 
that of reformists or centrists. Hithout the struggle for the 
revolutionary program, any reference to the united front as a 
means to achieve 'the broadest possible unity of the class' is 
simply an adaptation to pre-l'Jor1d v]ar I Kautskyist revisionism. II 

Preparation for the interim Conference included the production 
of a substantial first issue of the German edition of Spartacist. 
It contains the following material: 

"Tmvard Rebirth of the Fourth International" 
(1963 Tendency Resolution in the S~~P) 

"Contribution to the International Committee Conference" 
(1966 Spartacist Remarks in London) 

Material on the German IKD and Spartacus-BL 
(1972 Spartacist Letter and 1973 Conference Greetings) 

liTO the International Organizing Committee supported by 
the French OCI" 

(1973 Spartacist Letter) 
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"Reformist l' .. ppetite versus Guerrilla--Oriented Centrism" 
(reprint of 1973 leftist factional material from the 
struggle within the United Secretariat) 

IITurn the Guns Around! II 
(OBL statement on the October 1973 war in the Near East) 

The ,,,ork of the interim Conference notably included endorsement 
of the publication, by Berlin supporters, of the periodical Kommunis
tische Korrespondenz, the first issue of which is in preparation. 

The interim Conference con6luded, upon a high note of determina
tion for the furtherance of our common international ,,,ork, \'li th the 

singing of liThe Internationale." 

---statement by the International 
Department of the SL/US, 
16 February 1974 



SPARTfI.CIST LEAGUE TRADE UNIOn HORK 

Submitted by the Trade Union Commission 

A. INTRODUCTORY 

1. The Spartacist League has conducted trade union work commen
surate with its size and general tasks since its inception, and has 
ahvays emphasized the intimate connection betvleen trade union Vlork 
and other aspects of building the vanguard party. Trade union \vork 
is not somehmv Ii separate , from the struggle for revolutionary leader
ship: on the contrary, communist \'lork in the trade unions is an inte
gral part of this struggle. Thus the Spartacist League undertakes 
trade union work precisely in order to be able to raise a full, class
struggle program from "vi Jchin the mass organizations of the vlorking 
class. ~ve follo\'1 in the footsteps of the Leninist Communist Inter·
national, which called for mass work to be based on; 

IIIn place of the minimal program of the reformists and centrists 
the Communist International poses the struggle for concrete needs 
of the proletariat, for a system of demands \vhich in their ,to
tality disintegrate the power of the bourgeoisie, organize the 
proletariat, constitute stages in the struggle for the proletar
ian dictatorship and each of vlhich lends expression to the need 
of the broadest masses, even if these masses do not yet con
sciously stand on the soil of the dictatorship of the proletar
iat.1! 

-nTheses on Tactics" 
Third CI Congress, 1921 

Trotsky carried this conception fonvard with the Transitional 
Program (1938), and in his insistence that in the epoch of imperial·
ist decay, revolutionary leadership alone is capable of breaking the 
trade unions from subservience to imperialism and its state, and of 
resetting the course of the unions in the direction of class struggle. 

2. The SL is unique in its adherence to Leninist-Trotskyist 
principles in trade union work. The conception that revolutionists 
must be prepared to abandon part or all of their program, capitulat
ing to outright reformism, in order to vlork in the trade unions is 
a hallmark of present-day centrism. The organizational weakness of 
the revolutionary left and the predominance of the reformist bureauc
racy in the trade unions--the only mass organizations of the working 
class--only increases the need to struggle for the revolutionary 
program in those organizations. Any other approach vitiates the Trot"
skyist Transitional Program, rendering it a useless abstraction. 

Unlike reformists and, centrists, therefore, the SL seeks to 
organize oppositional groupings in the unions founded on the basis 
of the full application of the Trotskyist Transitional Program to the 
arena. Such caucuses are organizationally separate from the SL and 
limited to the unions in which they operate, yet they provide the 
basis for the politically un~biguous aP2Jication of the SL program 
directly into the arenas of the class struggle. They constitute a 
nucleus of revolutionary leadership within the unions politically 
harmonious to the growing nucleus of the vanguard party. They con-
tribute to the growth of the party through their immediate interven
tions and recruitment to a class-struggle program. They are thus 
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similar in purpose to the early (1922--24) Trade Union :>.::;ducational 
League (TUEL), trade union arm of the ;:~:nerican CP in the 1920 is, 
which \1aS a membership organization pased on the ?arty I s program of 
transitional, class-struggle demands, including the call for I'a work
ers republic. 1I 

Because of the danger of red-baiting 1 houever, \'le cannot say 
everything communists must say to the workers fro:n \vithin the frame
\-lOrk of the unions. Furthermore, class-s-truggle caucuses \ve support 
do not require members to adhere to everything the SL stands for. 
This does not entail an opportunist withholding of any essential part 
of our program, but rather a recognition of the necessary distinction 
bebleen propaganda and agitation. The party press is thus an essen
tial adjunct to our ''lork in the unions, especially during the early 
phases of fraction development~ not for disinterested reporting, but 
as a fighting \veapon of intervention and conveyor of vievls of the SL 
not covered by the caucus' program. 

B 0 IIIPLl1.NTATIOH 

3. The revolutionary program is nothing \-;ri thou-t the revolution
ists \-lho carry it into the class struggle. Despite our episodically 
\'Tide impact, class-struggle caucuses do not develop automatically or 
independently of the leadership and experience of the revolutionary 
party. Implantation of SL members into the unions is thus required, 
and the SL fractions are the backbone of our political perspectives 
in the unions. 

The goal of systematic implantation of the rapidly grovling SL 
membership into a set of key, national unions \'las part of the Hemor-' 
andum on the Transformation of the Spartacist League, adopted by the 
Central Committee in September 1971. A.ttainment of this goal \'laS 

characterized as an essential concretization of our proletarian per
spectives despite anticipated difficulties in getting the indicated 
people into the indicated locations. Success \'las considered integ;ral 
to the transformation of the SL into the nucleus of the vanguard par
ty. Through systematic national coordination and a highly dedicated 
membership, and aided by the continuance of boom conditions in some 
industries, we had initial successes prior to the Third National Con
ference in November of 1972, and have managed to extend and deepen 
this network of implantation since then. Haintainance and political 
development of this neblOrk replaced massive ne\v implantation as our 
central national priority. 

4. The wave of workerism on the left noted in the Trade Union 
l1emorandum of the Third National Conference \'7aS accompanied by 
efforts on the part of New Left, Maoist and pseudo-Trotskyist groups 
to penetrate the unions simultaneously \vi th the SL I S major effort. 
The SL, however, in addition to its program, is distinguished by its 
serious, long-term approach to implantation. 

In trade union work particularly, our program is judged on the 
basis of the individuals who defend it. To the ~tlOrkers, the caucus 
is the people that make it UPi it cannot survive if they are removed 
from the scene, nor can it appear to emerge, ready-made, with no pre
paration. It must represent the coming together of real individuals 



\'lho are seen as legitimate members of the union Hith a history of 
political intervention consistent with, and as extensive as, the 
formal program of the caucus they are founding. Generally at least a 
year, and usually longer I is required betw'een a fresh implantation 
and the development of a caucus. In this difficult and contradictory 
preparatory period, the fraction is especiallY dependent on party 
guidance and support ~·lOrk. 

Implantation requires distortion of the effective strength of 
the organization. lJeHly-implanted members must carefully lay the 
groundwork for their future intervention by at first refraining from 
virtually all public political activity and avoiding premature con
frontations \vi th bureaucrats. Fraction members must adapt themsel·
ves to the work situation, establish reputations as good \'lorkers I and 
learn the ins and outs of dealing with the union and management on 
the shop floor. They must learn to control the initial temptations 
to act like the sterotypical image of the \,lild-eyed radical rand 
develop reputations as reliable and knowledgeable union militants. 
They must discipline themselves to avoid foolish errors and be able 
to handle a wide variety of situations posing security problems as 
naturally as possible. They must control or change their life styles 
sufficiently to avoid standing out in signifi cant non-political ''lays. 
Finally, they must emerge as political individuals, through the gra
dual unfolding of distinct ideas--the elements of our program--on a 
broad range of trade union and general political issues and subjects. 

5. In the period since the adoption of the Transformation IIem
orandum our trade union work has involved a substantial proportion of 
the SL membership, stabilizing at betvleen 25 and 30 percent of the 
combined SL/RCY membership. The t'/larch 1974 figure \'las 27 percent 
of total .:::)L/RCY membership. Hany ne\v and untested elements, some 
gained through regroupment and still in the process of being inte
grated into the SL,were involved in implantation during the period dE 
our transformation, mostly in II. Initial success depended on a 
struggle to instill a patient, "go slow, go deep" policy in the ne\v
ly-forming fractions. This test of the seriousness of the SL's per-
~ectives was thus also the first test of the new fractions themsel
ves. This problem of maturation and integration gradually developed 
into the need to begin laying the groUnd\'lOrk for open political \·lOrk. 
In order to aid the political development of the new fractions, the 
Expanded Political Bureau meeting of 9 June 1973 adopted a Memoran
dum on Trade Union ~'lork and Security, incorporating political and or
ganizational guidelines for new fractions. This I1emorandum remains 
the guide to our policy on fraction development and should be 
required study for all new local officers, fractions and fraction 
members. 

C. FRACTIOUS 

6. The implantation process vlill continue, especially in con
nection \vi th the formation of new branches. In the current year, 
hmvever, \'le are emerging from this preparatory period for the bulk 
of our present fractions, resulting in a greatly increased proportion 
of active unionists (i.e., those producing or in a position to pro
duce written material in their unions), and thus an increase in our 
oVer-all political presence. 
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7. Of the individual fractions, our first transport union 
(Tl), Intermediate Industry (II), and Light Industry (LI) are present
ly the most important uithin the ovprall network. Tl is our oldest 
and most experienced fraction. Although its base is somewhat narrow, 
the arena un:rewarding and recruitment difficult, it is indispensible 
as an aid to international work, and its leadership and example has 
proved vi tal both to trade union vlork and party work as a \vhole. II 
is still the single most important union in the country for political 
work as vlell as being our largest implantation, "lith five local frac
tions. Three of the older fractions have successfully emerged into 
public political life. Chronic layoffs in the industry, isolating 
our members from the work location, prevent one of these from ad
vancing further and have severely hampered the other t~'/O fractions, 
but they have not curtailed our perspectives. 

Concretization of our II perspective required colonization of 
a branch in the center of the industry, the "Horth American" city 
(No.Am.). This was successfully accomplished, and includes a frac
tion in another industry and campus ~vork as well to make a fully
rounded branch. II vlOrk in No.Am. lags about a year behind the other 
fractions because of the time of implantation , although it \'1ill even
tually be the center of our national caucus. The fraction there 
faces some special problems due to the violence, intense racial an
tagonisms and chaot.ic and poorly-attended union meetings. These 
\.,ill have to be addressed \vi th an extra note of caution, and attempts 
to build up contacts and conduct recruiting independently of activi
ties directly related to union intervention, including maximising 
social contacts wi th ~."/orkers, independent study groups, work on cam
puses frequented by II workers and eventually public caucus activiti
es. 

Only one of our three originally-implanted vlOrk locations in 
the North American fraction is in a position to begin political act
ivization this )ear, but it is important for it to do so to provide 
a center in the city for the establishment of a national caucus 
next year. 

Our second oldest fraction, in LI, has intervened well in the 
national union despite a limited base of local operations, and has 
also proven indispensable to party work generally. LI is a large 
and important national union with heavy differentiation along region
al, race and sex lines, "/hich makes a sexually integrated, national 
intervention more important than in other unions. Perspectives for 
the future depend on the activisation, beginning this year, of frac
tions in three new locations around the country, providing the basis 
for national extension of the original caucus, and bridging of the 
pervasive sexual division in the industry. Difficulty in hiring and 
ingetting transfers to desired locations has been greatest in LI. 
The resulting strain on the members and delayed perspectives has 
been particularly bad in the East Coast section. Once caucuses are 
established in the three new locations, the original caucus will be 
used for leadership and guidance. The pressure from vii thin the frac
tion to prematurely liquidate this original base tends to underesti
mate the value of a well-established presence. 
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8. Our second transport union implantation (T2), and a Basic 
Industry implantation begun over a year ago, link up \-lell vIi tIl our 
other fractions. T2 is an important union on the Hest Coast \vhich we 
have penetrated by recruiting a \·lell·-knov7n militant, follO't'led by 
some initial reinforcement. The fake-left background of the union 
leadership and its CP supporters leads to a tendency on the part of 
the latter to respond virulently to our militant's principled politi
cs. Ou+, task is to ease our resulting isolation and lay the basis 
for recruitment through consolidation of a caucus, hopefully this 
fall. 

Our BI implantation nO,,"1 extends to three locations around the 
country. The union has strong ties to II both industrially and in 
union consciousness. Our orientation to BI was acquired through the 
process of stabilization of two Hid-'Oest branches originally obtain
ed through regroupments. Together with II, it nmv forms the core of 
a future base in Hid-West industry and a strong argument for rein
forcement of the Hid-Hest; it has already led to a qualitative expan
sion of our perspectives in the 1i11id"lvest II city, the center of the 
industry. Our perspectives call for our emergence as political 
individuals in the two older locations beginning this year. Develop
ment, however, is necessarily slO\ved by deeply-imbedded racism and 
national chauvinism in the industry. BI furthermore is our one 
fraction which faces the danger of being completely ~ .. Tiped out through 
layoffs in the expected dm'lnturn, requiring a probable long delay in 
caucus perspectives. This fact gives pause to the other\,Tise strong 
desire to reinforce the existing implantation with new fractions in 
nevI branches. 

9. Our fraction in the public employee union on the South 
Coast has done exemplary political worle for more than two years and 
produced tvlO organizers '-lho have been sent into other industries. 
The transfers of cadre and a political split robbed it of its person
al continuity, so that the old fraction is nmv composed of entirely 
new people vIi th no personal knm1ledge of the earlier struggles. The 
fraction therefore clings to continued existence only precariously. 
The national union, however, continues to be useful for secondary 
trade union \'lork, particularly in connection vTi th campuses. Reten
tion of the South Coast fraction, if possible, is desirable and will 
be an aid to recruitment elsewhere. 

10. Several specific unions and industrial sectors are note
worthy by their absence from our present implantation network, 
either because they repeatedly loom as important opportunities for 
work in existing SL branches, or because of their inherent central
ity. We have nothing in the extraction and basic resource process
ing industries, which, among other things, will be an important 
part of colonization of the South. The Teamsters union is another 
target vlhich must eventually be tackled, probably through an initial 
penetration of key, militant locals in several cities in \'lhich ''Ie 
have branches. Competing with these for attention are several impor
tant city transit unions and various branches of heavy industry 
related to II. In Djdition, some possibilities and special purposes 
exist for vlOrk in other transport unions. 

Perspectives for new implantation, however, are subordinate to 



the need to expand existing fractions and to perspectives for the 
colonization of new brnnches. Once a new branch perspective is sett
led upon and the question of reinforcement of existing fractions dis
posed of, intervention in a ne,,, union ~tlill have to be condi tioned by 
the relative importance of the union locally, regionally and nation
ally, and its relationship to our existing network of fractions. 
Thus colonization of the South, for instance, would raise the question 
of reinforceing LI immediately, and possibly colonizing a basic re
source industry, depending on the area. Further penetration of the 
Hid-~'Jest poses the conflict bet\veen II and DI primarily; this should 
be resolved in favor of II because of greater prospects for recruit
ment and potential BI opportunities elsewhere (in the Ilid-Atlantic 
and South Coast areas). A steady grmlth rate over the next fe\-1 years 
could pose the possibility of our making a massive, nationwide coloni
zation of a ne," national union, but. reinforcement of existing frac
tions combined with some of the better local and possibly regional 
perspectives sce~s preferable. 

11. Recrui tment is a sine qua non for our trade union \'lork in 
a period of normal trade union activity and bourgeois democracy. 
Specific conditions will of course vary, but in general, failure to 
recrui t means failure to build the roots essential for long-term ~vork 
in the arena; it will result in stagnation, political degeneration 
and threats to the security of the implantation itself. Although re
cruitment depends on the existence of a caucus to attract militants, 
it is a function of the fraction \-lhich furthermore must be accorded 
the highest priority. Recruitment from our fractions has averaged 
out as moderate. Our current, well-established fractions--Tl, public 
employee and t'Jest Coast LI--·have all resulted in at least some excel
lent party recruits, but our biggest implantation, II, has been dis
appointing so far. The tailing off of recruitment in ~'Jest Coast 
LI forms an important part of our concern to establish fractions in 
other more fruitful locals. 

Recruitment requires a balanced division of labor in each frac
tion, with time and resources alloted for contacting by fraction 
members and introduction of trade union contacts to the SL/RCY 
through formTIs, classes, social gatherings and individual contacting 
sessions. Fractions should note that recruitment work may not dove
tail exactly with activity oriented toward intervention in union 
meetings, since likely recruits in this period may be thoughtful, un
typical, inactive workers, possibly part-time students, rather than 
active unionists. Fractions should devote a portion of their time 
to the attempt to ferret out such people through general communist 
propaganda, tracking do"m l'1V purchasers, scouring campuses attended 
by workers, etc. 

12. T'-l0 experiences in pre-caucus fraction development stand 
out as lessons for future party \-lOrk. After almost a year of implan-
tation, one of the II fractions \'las confronted ,·lith a \"ildcat strike 
\vhich ",as aborted by anti-communist union leaders. The more active 
fraction menfuers had been identified through their initial political 
\'lork as part of the small (5%) militant minority in the plant, and, 
through their ovm impatience and inexperience, got caught up in an 
over-active intervention in the events, despite their maintenance of 
a verbally more conservative line. ~'1e survived \vell compared to the 
generally reckless OROs (some of \vhich got completely wiped out); 
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but our organizational mistakes led to one firing. A IIblO-tier ll 

organizational conception of the fraction, in Hhich the nevler and 
less active half of the fraction earlier had been designated to re
main an inactive reserve, helped in cutting our losses. The exper
ience underlined the need for organizational caution and attention to 
detail in developing wildcat situations, and for strong party leader
ship. It also confirmed our line on wildcats. 1'7hile condemning the 
bureaucracy for its lack of democracy and ruthless suppression of 
wildcats, \'le counterpose a programmatic struggle for the right to 
strike on the local and production-unit level vIi th full union sup_· 
port. Hindless militancy and adventurism must be opposed politically 
as tactically suicidal, not by appearing to back bureaucratic sup
pressi.on, but through programmatic struggle to win the backing of 
the entire union and to build an alternative revolutionary leader
ship. 

Political vacillation rather than organizational inexperience 
'-las the problem ~.'1ith our T2 fraction in the ILA-boycott incident. 
Anti-communist maritime union leaders had called for a boycott of 
goods to the Soviet Union, until the latter stopped aiding the Arabs, 
during the October 1973 Arab-Israeli "Jar. The Political Bureau pro
posed that both transport union fractions make statements for publi
cation in tvV shm"ing evidence of support for our anti-bureaucratic 
and revolutionary defeatist line on the '-Tar from vJi thin unions poten
tially affected by the boycott call. The statements \-]ould condemn 
the boycott as reactionary, calIon corresponding Soviet Horkers to 
aid only the legitimate struggles of \'lOrkers in the Near East, not 
their rulers, and emphasize international class solidarity. The T2 
fraction requested vii thdra\'7al of the statement from publication 
after the cease fire '-las announced on grounds that reflected the 
momentary domination of social-democratic thinking: the printing of 
such a statement ~ .. ,ould put the fraction in an avlk,,,ard position in 
the arena. Direct danger of expulsion from the union as a result of 
the action vlaS discounted by the fraction itself. 

This amounted to a statement that the fraction perspective 
was not one of Trotskyist political intervention but of adaptation 
to narrOvl trade-unionism and the sort of fake-leftism typified by 
the union leadership. The local SL leadership also revealed dis
orientation by seizing on the cease-fire as an excuse to abandon the 
fight against capi tulationism '''hen issue itself remained unresol
ved (as the boycott continued), thus failing to see the capitulation
ism of the fraction as the problem. The PB acceded to the fraction 
request at the time with the intent of aggressively pursuing discus
sion on the matter, characterising the fraction I s position as reflec-' 
ting II a conservative and parochial bias. I; 

13. The changed priorities more than the increased numbers of 
the fractions have mushroomed the job of trade union director beyond 
the part-time bounds called for in the Transformation .Hemorandum. 
The task of coordinating and leading political development, inter
ventions and other work of the fractions, as well as guiding the 
continuing job of ne,,, implantation, nm'l calls for a separate office 
as soon as possible headed by a labor secretary elected as a nation
al officer. 
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D. CAUCUSES' 

14. Caucuses facilitate recruitment of revolutionists by bring
ing trade union militants into an organization struggling to build 
an alternative, revolutionary leadership in the union. The caucus 
intervenes in the economic and other partial struggles of and in the 
union (union democracy, contracts, anti-discrimination struggles, 
etc.), seeking to assimilate them to the class struggle as a whole 
and impart class consciousness to the best militants. In the course 
of these struggles, it calls for a sliding scale of wages and hours, 
opposition to all forms of class collaboration and government inter
vention in the labor movement, internationalist class solidarity, and 
the need for expropriation of industry under "lOrkers control, a \.,ork
ers party based on the trade unions to fight for a ",orkers govern-
ment, and a class-struggle leadership to oust the reformist bureauc
racy. 

One of the most important functions of the caucus is to point 
constantly to the importance of intervention by the union in major 
events of the class struggle--Chilean coup, British miners strike, 
deportations of minorities, etc.--in opposition to myopic trade union 
reformists and their Ii left" conciliators. The caucus requires dis-
ciplined functioning on the part of its members, "'ho must agree \vith 
the general thrust of the caucus' program, be willing to keep dif
ferences internal, and make serious organizational commitments. 

15. Despi te the often-times close connection bet\.,een caucus 
building and united-front \'lOrk in the unions, the caucus is not a 
form of the united front itself. Confusion on this point aided the 
Stalinist degeneration of the American CP' s trade union \vork in the 
1920's. The original, programmatically-based, membership conception 
of the TUEL \'las replaced \vi th a poli tically \',atered-down, permanent 
lIunited frontll coalition, in \'7hich all oppositional bureaucrats 
Here welcome. Communists seek to achieve leadership hegemony in and 
through united fronts by attempting to unite the ",hole class in 
counterposition to the bourgeoisie on episodic, immediate issues, but 
they do not liquidate the party into the united front. Revolutionary 
leadership nust be built \I'd thin the unions on a similar basis, not 
shifting from one united front formation to another, but intervening 
from one issue to the next with a consistent program and organization
al structure. Just as the party must not be liquidated into the uni
ted front, so the caucus must not be liquidated into broad, IIle ft
bloc tl trade unionism, although it seeks every opportunity to under
take united-front \vork, including the formation of episodic uni ted
front committees for special purposes \.,here relevant. The most suc
cessful united front \'lOrk in the unions consists in uniting the union 
itself as a form of the united front under the leadership of the pro·· 
grammatically-based caucus, ",hich in turn operates under the leader-
ship of the vanguard party. 

16. Our caucuses have succeeded in providing examples of revo
lutionary trade union work, including avoiding destruction at the 
hands of conniving, red-baiting bureaucrats, Stalinists, etc., and 
continuing to build and recruit on the basis of aggressively-applied 
class-struggle programs. In Tl our caucus represents the only alt
ernative to the publici tY"'conscious, social-democratic out-bureaucrat 



, supported by all the OROs. Its strength \'7aS great enough to ma]~e 
the opportunist Class Struggle League tail after it from outside the 
arena through IIcritical support" in the last union elections, des
pi te the CSL' s openl~7 expressed orientation to the afore·-mentioned 
out-bureaucrat. In Uest Coast LI, a concerted drive to expel us 
from the union brought on partly by our m·m confrontationist errors 
",as th",arted \·Ii th a successful united-front campaign, and our LI 
caucus led another united front 'vihich \'las instrumental in reversing 
an attempt by a section of the bureaucracy to strengthen the formal 
anti-communism of the union at a national convention. 

17. Consistent proletarian internationalis~ is one of the cen
tral politically distinguishing characteristics of our caucuses. ORO 
supporters and bureaucratic reformers invariably capitulate to the 
bureaucra-cy's national chauvinism, saving their "leftism" for narrow, 
domestic issues and shunning anything smacking of international 
class solidarity like the plague. Our caucuses oppose all forms of 
protectionism and bourgeois immigration restrictions, and call for 
international organizing and strike support with class-struggle 
methods. In Tl, massive international capital migration maJces this 
issue a central dividing line separating our caucus from all other 
forces in the union. Our caucus in LI, a union closely associated 
with CIA-union busting and anti-communism abroad, called for the 
severing of all ties ",ith the CIA in connection \7i th its opposition 
to the Chilean junta. A vigorous, unconditional defense of the rig
hts of foreign workers in the U.S.--no deportations, immediate 
citizenship rights for all foreign workers, unicn publications in re
levant foreign languages--is another important distinction of our 
caucuses "lhich, together ,-lith the caucus I O'Vln foreign language mat
erial, gives us a hearing with 'VlOrkers often completely ignored by 
everyone else. In one local election campaign, our candidates won 
the votes of virtually an entire national minority in the location. 
Contact ,,.Ii th such emigre national groupings has often been important 
historically in the initiation of communist "lOrk in their native 
countries. Internationalist propaganda \-1ill be an especially impor
tant political cutting edge in BI, a union 'Vii th a long history of 
impregnating its members with support for the aggressive foreign 
economic interests of U.S. imperialism. 

Our caucuses also distinguish themselves by calling for class
struggle methods in supporting the strikes of other workers (Farm
'V10rkers, British miners), counterposing "hot cargo" labor boycotts 
and spreading the strike to the reformist methods of the bureau
crats. We thus emphasize the continual need for revolutionary lead
ership as against the OROs and trade union oppositionists \-,ho tail 
uncritically after every "left" manifestation of the bureaucracy 
(e.g., Cesar Chavez, British CP Hineworkers leaders, etc.). 

Our caucuses have also led the t:lay in breaking the barriers of 
local union parochialism, not only by espousing a proletarian, in
ternationalist program, but also by conducting direct interventions 
\'There possible outside the union. ~'7hile such interventions cannot 
extend to the point of surpassing the caucus' role as a union cau
cus, they can nevertheless provide an important back-up to the work 
of the party. Thus our Tl caucus has played a propaganda role thr
ough strike support '·lork to an LI local we ,.,ere interested in, in 
addition to numerous other e~{amples, and our LI caucus has been 
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active in a number of arenas, particularly the '\.'lomen' s movement. 

18. Our caucuses stand out as unique in opposing the grot-ling 
trend on the part of bureaucratic ref0rmists to appeal to the courts 
against opponents in the unions. This opportunist crossing of the 
class line legitimizes both anti-labor la~:;rs and entrenched, right
\"ing bureaucrats, and leads to extension of governmen;; pm.,er in 
the unions. This was a key issue in the creation of the Tl caucus 
through a split with a typical bureaucratic reformist. This trend 
has given a sinister meaning to the slogan '~union democracy, II since 
under this slogan the government replaces discredited bureaucrats 
"Ji th those better able to discipline the workers. This slogan, 
'Vlhich was never sufficient to define a break "'lith the bureaucracy 
(Le., for the sake of giving critical support) is no,v doubly treach
erous. Revolutionists must ask the question, union democracy under 
whose auspices? Trotsky's insistence on linking the demand for 
union democracy 't'li th the demand for independence of the union from 
the bourgeois state is thus a critical point of departure for class 
consciousness in the labor movement today. 

19. Concretization of our perspective of maximising a small, 
exemplary propaganda intervention by concentration in key national 
unions begins nm., to require the setting up of national caucuses. 
Formal national caucus organization will prove very useful during 
strikes, union elections, conventions, etc., and for implementing 
nationwide campaigns around our own slogans. Some of these advan
tages already accrue from our Tl group. 

National caucuses should be set up in II and LI in 1975, based 
on development of caucuses in three II locations this year and one 
in No.Am. next year, and on the extension of the existing LI caucus 
to other areas by early next year. The national caucus will func
tion '-lith a national leadershio based in one of the local areas 

" \-lhich will publish a national caucus paper and coordinate caucus 
work in the national union. National caucus gatherings uill not be 
able to be frequent, and \-Iill probably have to coincide 'vi th SL 
national gatherings, especially at first. The formal national cau
cus formation 'vill not be rushed, but ,,,ill be based on the prior 
linking-up of the local caucuses. In aadition to II and LI, politi
cal development in DI fractions could proceed to caucus development 
in at least tt.,o locations next year if layoffs do not t·Iipe out our 
fractions. 

This relative ,over-all righting of the balance bet\'leen our 
potential and active forces represented by the political development 
of several caucuses should have an effect not merely in the \-lOrk 
in the unions involved, but in the "lOrk of the SL/RCY generally. 
Active unionists, especially those who have run for office, led 
struggles or conducted othenlise noteworthy tqork, can. play an impor
tant supportive role to the SL in public, including giving talks as 
guest speakers, participating in interventions, aiding recruiting 
and helping other fractions. Unionists should be used by the RCY 
campus fractions to the same advantage. 
E. ORO's 

Our most important ORO opponents in trade union "lOrk are the" 
CP and the organizations of the orthodox Ilaoist spectrum, parti
cularly the OL and the RU. The StvP is not much of a factor in the 
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unions because of its organizational abstentionism and passivity, 
although it is an important obstacle in related arenas like CLm'] 
(the labor bureaucracy's 'vomen' s organization), in vlhich it unabash
edly acts as the direct organizational henchman of the reformist 
bureaucracy. PL 'tvas always too impatient to lead Hildcat strikes to 
get any't'lhere in anyone place, and is nmv split. The NL's "TUALP" 
house of cards collapsed in short order, after which virtually its 
entire cadre departed the organization without so much as a political 
murmur; Hohlforth's perspective of a daily press should take care of 
any remaining illusions the l'IL might have about itself actually play
ing a role in the unions. The IS remains a factor to consider in 
some unions, such as II (in No.Am.) and the Teamsters, but in gen
eral its rampant opportunism has afforded it little more in the way 
of concrete organizational gains than has the equally opportunist 
posturing of its recently split off left sister, the RSL. The fren
zied and seemingly insane NCLC appears from time to time in many 
places, but is a real force in none of them. 

21. The CP stands out as our chief opponent in four unions. 
Although most OROs have been in II for at least t\vO or three years 
if not longer, only the CP has national significance. BI has probably 
the most important single CP trade union fraction, despite a slight 
numerical edge in CP commitment to II. Although the llaoists have 
a base in BI, the vleakness of other OROs there increases the relati
ve importance of the CPo lve have fractions in two key local bases 
of the CP in BI and II respectively, as ,.,rell as overlapping else
,vhere. 

Despite its increasing organizational boldness, which has ex
tended to the publication of openly-identified CP shop papers in 
some locations, the CP remains extremely politically conservative. 
It spent a number of years buried in a left-bureaucratic caucus cen
tered in No.Am., but has nm'l linked up its supporters in other 
areas into its ovm national caucus. Part of its reason for this 
independent move ''las to shift to the right poli tically ~ its caucus' 
founding gathering disavowed any explicitly oppositional intentions. 
Without making a definitive break, the CP has left the oppositional 
bureaucrats in No.Am. to the IS, Hhich provides them with a cover of 
rhetoric too leftist for the CPo The CP abstained from a massive 
rebellion over the last contract, and even Hcritically supported" 
the sellout in some locations. In BI, the CP has made a fetish of 
government intervention, raising court decisions on its banners in 
lieu of program. 

Unlike II or BI, in .which ,,,e have yet to really confront the CP, 
in T2 T.tle have been both threatening and vulnerable to it because of 
the history, aggressiveness and isolation of our main supporter. 
Its response has been a vicious, anti-Trotskyist red-baiting campaign 
in defense of its allies in the union's bureaucracy, which is as 
venal as any in the labor movement despite its fake-left history. 
The CP is also one of our main persecutors in the local bureaucracy 
of the small South Coast public enployee local. In all of these 
unions, some recruiting of young CP supporters and even small cracks 
in the cadre are possible, but our main task will be to politically 
discredit and isolate this fake-left prop of the reformist bureau
cracy. 
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22. The orthodox ~Iaoist groupings dissipate their forces by 
random penetration of both significant and irrelevant arenas, but 
their organizational weight is considerable. The relatively ex
tensive penetration of the unions by both the OL and the nu over the 
last two or three years is beginning to have its effect, both in 
the penetration of bureaucratic caucuses and the setting up of var
ious non-political groupings of their mIn, in which they ahvays re
main well disguised politically and organizationally. Em-lever, 
like the IS, they too have generally suffered from a lack of results 
from their rampant efforts to sell themselves to a section of the 
bureaucracy, largely because they are too small and lack the roots 
to be an attractive ally. Often they are inept and lack the skill 
to reap the full benefits of their opportunism. In the West Coast 
II local they continue the attempt to maintain their alliance ,..,ith 
a section of the bureaucracy despite the latter's efforts to freeze 
them out of every leadership or official position. 

Unlike the IS, however, the OL and RU are bigger to begin \-7i th 
and tend to make up in organizational energy ,,,hat they lack in sale
abili ty. The nu particularly oscillates bet't"een the grossest oppor
tunism and flashy, confrontationist adventurism, generating inter
nal dissatisfaction over the lack of program. The OL, more consis
tent in its right-Stalinist appetites, has a sounder organizational 
future. It is more deeply buried in bureaucratic formations and 
consequently harder to find. The latter is moving into direct org
anizational competition with the CP, as evidenced by its attempt to 
build a base from \'lhich to tail the CP' s favorite grouping of left 
bureaucrats in BI. The OL and/or RU are important opponents through
out II, DI, LI and T2. 

23. Though small, our effect on at least the rhetoric of 
ORO's both bigger and smaller than \ve are has been note'vorthy re
cently. In No.Am. II, the IS has begun to reflect parts of our pro
gram despite its hardened commitment to left reformism in its recent 
split. Both the RU and the OL have reflected our slogans and Hsoph
isticated ll terminology on a fe\-1 issues in ~']est Coast II, including 
internationalist positions, while avoiding the principled conclusions 
which would rupture their bureaucratic alliances. This trend can 
only benefit us in the long run, by raising the level of political 
debate in the unions. 

F. UNION ELECTIONS AND CRITICAL SUPPORT 

24. Intervention in union elections is an important tactic 
for both established and newly-emerging caucuses. As in national 
elections, union elections are looked to by the workers to focus and 
resolve the outstanding questions and problems facing the union. 
They provide an opportunity not normally present in the form of a 
ready audience for our program and increased organizational security 
for its presentation. Our caucuses maximise their impact in union 
elections by intervening with as many candidates as possible. They 
also seek opportunities to encourage caucus-regroupment with left
ward moving forces by extending critical support to other class
struggle candidates in the elections and even running joint slates 
with elements that are politically quite close and on the verge of 
joining the caucus. 
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Especially at an early stage of caucus development, campaigns 
for national convention delegateships are useful for raising general 
issues, avoiding premature pm-Jer fights \'lith local bureaucrats over 
more lucrative posts and avoiding excessive burdens of office should 
caucus members get elected. t'Je do not make a fallacious counter
position bebleen lIgetting elected" and "raising our program,!l since 
we always operate on the basis of our consistent, principled class
struggle program, and expect eventually to get our leaders elected 
to posts on the basis of it. This is a necessary development at 
some point for all fractions. Our credibility as claimants to lead
ership depends in large measure on hm'1 \01ell 'I/Ie acquit ourselves as 
lower-level union leaders. SL fractions in public employee (in 
the early NeH York location as uell as the present South Coast) and 
LI unions have successfully elected members to lower local union 
posts. The political activisation of II fractions in three locations 
\Olas accomplished through election interventions in \"hich ,.,hole sec
tions of our periphery \'lere moved closer, nevi contacts made and the 
basis laid for caucus formation. Election intervention in TI, while 
failing to make any dramatic inroads in the heavy barriers to re
cruitment in the union, nevertheless increased the contacts and 
periphery of the fraction and increased its general presence and 
legitimacy in the union. 

25. The SL's insistence on a Leninist understanding of the tac
tic of critical support in union elections remains an important poliO" 
tical point of distinction behleen us and the centrist and reformist 
OROs. vlhile the latter pick sides in intra-bureaucratic contests 
on the basis of momentary popularity of the leaders and the episodic, 
lesser-evil character of their trade--unionist politics, the SL rec
ognizes a key distinction~ while it is principled to give critical 
support to labor reformists running against bourgeois politicians 
in general elections, in trade union elections there is no such class 
distinction behleen IIle ft I: and right bureaucrats Nho are equally 
commi tted to pro"capi talist trade -union reformism. Thus the SL 
alone refused to give "critical support"to Arnold Hiller of the Hine
workers, on the grounds that his democratic-militant, pro-government 
interventionist reformism was not qualitatively different from 
Boyle's dictatorial right-vling Le\-lis-tradi tion reformism. 

The tactic of critical support has for Leninists the same pur
pose as the united front: to regroup the workers around the leader
ship of the revolutionary vanguard--not to refurbish the authority 
of the bankrupt reformists and centrists. Critical support may be 
extended on the basis of as little as one point, but this point must 
represent a central, progran~atic departure from bureaucratic re
formism and class collaborationism in the direction of a class
struggle policy. Such key points may, of course, change rapidly with 
changing conditions and levels of class struggle. For instance, 
industrial unionism constituted such a point in the early and middle 
1930's, but this condition rapidly waned in the latter part of the 
decade, after the building of the CIO. 

In the case of smaller phenomena--i.e., groups or individuals 
with little following in rapid motion--substantial programmatic 
agreement vlith our caucus (especially in the early stages of its davel 
opment) is required, since the aim of breaking the \olOrkers I illusions 
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is not the major consideration, and "Ie must build a clear program
matic pole in opposition to centrism. 

26. The high degree of vertical integration of the trade union 
bureaucracies, taken together with the generally determining charac
ter'of politics over the functioning of the entire bureaucracy down 
to the smallest details of t'lorking conditions r requires a consistent 
policy on critical support throughout the union structure. Since 
there is no level on which simple trade-union militancy is sufficent 
to define a break "li th the bureaucracy, we do not support stevlard
candidates because they would make "good ste''lards, II but only if their 
candidacies represent a clear, class-struggle program and break 
with the bureaucracy and its reformism, i.e., the same criteria as 
for any other level in the bureaucracy. 

An important corollary to this is that our actions as indivi
duals are generally inseparable from our fractions' political posi
tions, i.e., we ourselves mnnot vote for candidates (on trade
unionist or any other grounds) if we do not support them politically. 
The 1973 plenum of the SL Central Committee, after a discussion of 
the question of critical support to stewards in union elections, 
passed the follm'ling motion, which stands as the policy of the SL: 

" .•• our supporters in the labor movement should give critical 
support to others running for steward only upon the basis of 
candidacies vlhich, even if only implici tly, advance key points 
which are programmatically counterposed to class collaboration
ism and to the union bureaucracy. In all other cases our 
supporters should resist the strong shop floor pressures to 
line up in the struggles bet\'leen rival candidates (vlho are not 
qualitatively differentiated according to our class-struggle 
criteria) --counterposing instead our vie,'ls on vlhat is necessary 
for a genuine workers' leader, i.e., what political and social 
vie"lS must underly systematic militancy, rather than surprise 
betrayal. I! 

G. APFIRl'·IATIVE ACTION 

27. The intersecting questions of racial and sexual discrimina
tion and government intervention to erode union consciousness are 
central in both LI and DI I as vlell as being generally important 
throughout the labor movement. Conservative and chauvinist union 
leaderships have allowed Labor Department and EEOC crusaders to have 
a field day in boorishly racist and male-chauvinist industries. 
Company-government deals have established quotas for women and min
orities, ''''hile the union leaderships have attempted to join the 
deals in order to retain their basic bargaining rights, with no 
program other than defense of the status quo. 

Our opposition to these "affirmative action"quota hiring 
programs, and other forms of preferential treatment for 't'TOmen and 
minorities, flows from the character of these programs as vehicles 
for government intervention into the labor movement, and for advanc
ing the position of some workers at the expense of other workers. 
Correcting the historic abuses of discrimination in the work 
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force cannot be solved ,-Iithin the framev70rk of capitalist control 
of the job market, i.e., under capitalism. Under the dictatorship 
of the proletariat t the workers state will of course institute radi
cal corrective measures to equalize the situation of all minority 
groups ,-Ii thin all layers of the '\'lork force in the context of expand
ing production and opportunities for useful, productive labor. 
Thus even 6{clusive hiring from particular groups in special cases 
to achieve equalization will not mean victimization through loss of 
decent, productive livelihood to any worker. Under capitalism, hmv
ever, this kind of preference inevitably means victimization of some, 
at the very least through lost job opportunities, to benefit others 
in the limited, capi talist--controlled pool of jobs" 

28. However, despite our opposition to quotas under capitalism, 
we are for the eradication of all discrimination at all levels. 
Therefore, we critically support quotas if necessary to counterpose 
ourselves to the racist status quo (as long as they don't entail 
replacement of some workers by ot~lers). And in cases of government 
intervention,we do not side with racists calling for reversion to 
the status quo, but call instead for the workers to act to ensure 
the prevention of further government intervention both by protecting 
the union and by struggling vTi thin it to abolish all discrimination. 

Our propaganda on quotas must make crystal clear our program 
for abolishing discrimination and all its vestiges at the expense 
of the employers rather than the '\vorkers. The economic dovmturn, 
layoffs f "tightening" of the job market and recent '-iave of govern
ment decisions enforcing "affirmative action programs in various 
industries combine to make the demand for a shorter toTork week ''lith 
no loss in pay centrally important. This demand gives abolition 
of discrimination at all levels a transitional character. To it 
we add demands for union control of hiring to enforce a policy of 
first-come, first-served in all hiring and upgrading; union-control
led, company-financed training programs aimed at upgrading minoriti
es and \-lOmen into previously exclusionary job categories; equal 
pay for equal Hork; critical support for the Equal Rights Amendment, 
etc. HO\-leVer, tole do not incorporate quotas, preferential hiring or 
other preferential treatment for any group into our program under 
capitalism because these demands, raised against the capitalists, 
can only be implemented by the latter in a reactionary manner, hav
ing nothing in common ~lith the possible utilization of the same 
measures by a \'lorkers state. 

H. I,AYOFFS A~m RED PURGES 

29. Of the many dangers that threaten our fragile implantation 
and its political perspectives, layoffs and red purges are the wor
st. Layoffs have temporarily nullified close to half our implanta
tion in II and threaten to be much tolOrse in BI i' \·lith the latter I s 
older and more stable work force. j\leam'lhile, rapid automation 
and other conditions create less severe problems in LI, Tl and 
T2. Economic downturn makes the reinforcement of any fraction much 
more difficult as well as temporarily depressing the combativity 
of the class. HOvTever, a serious perspective reql..ires a firm com
mitment to ride out layoffs and be present when return to work is 
possible. As recognized by the Political Bureau: 
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" ••• a crucial part of our historic viability in the u.s. 
depends on our ability to reconstruct fractions from among 
those laid off in those same "1Ork locations." 

-PB Ho.26, 12 I·larch 1974 

~ihile some laid off fraction members may be permanently reassig
ned, enough members to viably reconstitute the fraction and maintain 
continuity will be retained in every case unless absolutely impos
sible. In order to knovl when call-backs are likely and to maintain 
contact with the rest of the remaining workers, laid off fraction 
members should struggle to keep up contacts and stay in touch with 
the union except, of course, when reassigned elsewhere. Temporary 
reassignment to public v10rk in other cities is an excellent oppor
tunity and very useful to both organization and member. 

30. Our political slogans are shifted some'-Ihat in an indus
trial or general economic downturn, to reflect the new conditions. 
Demands addressed to layoffs and unemployment become more important, 
while those concerning speedup and overtime are relatively less irn-· 
portant. 'l'he demand for a sliding scale of hours becoTlles more impor
tant, and 've raise demands for strikes against layoffs and the rights 
of the unemployed. The demand for strikes against layoffs must be 
carefully applied to enbrace the entire company or industry in order 
to avoid playing into the hands of a company that ",ants to shut down 
part of its \lorks in a do't1nturn. Demands for the rights of the unem
ployed proceed from maintenance of membership rights within the un
ion to committees~ departments and special sections to mobilize the 
unemployed and fight for their interests under the leadership of the 
employed workers' organizations. 

31. Red purges are a big danger to us even though the burea-
cracy is generally unable to mobilize mass right-\<Iing sentiment in 
the ranks as it once did, and even though it is extremely vulnerable 
to t.he "backlash" it could spark if red-baiting becomes too closely 
linked in the \-lOrkers' minds with gross betrayals and abuses of the 
bureaucracy. The II leadership stands forth as one of the most en
ergetic and vicious agencies of red··bai ting and anti-comrmnisn 
in the labor novcnent, Hhile continuing to maintain its liberal 
veneer. This redbai ting has been an ir.1portant element in most 0:1;; 
the II locations we are in, although left-reformist leaderships in 
some of them afford temporarily safer conditions. 

Our response to red purges makes us as unique on the left as 
d<;>es virtually everything else. Tendencies Hhich politically subor
d1nate themselves to the liberal wing of the bureaucracy are par
ticularly vulnerable to red-baiting, since they hide their politics 
in the first place and must mold their response to conform to the 
tastes of "allies" who vacillate to the right under the slightest 
pressure. Open, principled political behavior, combined Hith a vig
orous denunciation and counterattack, is the best defense against 
red-baiting. Our fraction's intervention in one II location in the 
recent election campaign, in which the incumbents relied on their 
usual heavy red··bai ting of both us and the out-bureaucrats, vIas a 
model response. He '-lere able to turn the tables on the red..;.bai ters 
by exposing company·-union collusion, ''lith the result that formal 
respect for our rights increased after the election. 
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I. SKILLS ACQUISITION 

32. Encouragement should be given to comrades involved in trade 
union '''ork and in possible future assignment to trade union 'oJork to 
acquire industrial skills through apprenticeships, training programs, 
etc. Such skills are useful for getting work during recessions and 
depressions, thereby helping us maintain contact with the class and 
an organizational income. Hard lines of division often separate 
skilled from production workers, on the other hand \'lorkers with some 
skill are often seen as more important and accorded greater respect 
and authority, and this gives us the opportunity both to demonstrate 
long-term perspectives in the work location and to politically com
bat class and status privileges from a position in which our words 
will carry greater weight. Skilled workers, particularly electri
cians and repairmen, furthermore, are often in exceptionally good 
positions for organizing in many plants, by virtue of their ability 
to roam the plant at \,7ill. 

Our Hid-Nest BI fraction, however, is totally composed of appre
ntices, and isolated from the production '·lOrkers. This is an over
correction of our usual problem \'lhich should be avoided if possible, 
the general aim being to spread our implantation throughout the 
layers of the work force. Hm"ever, in our trade union work as a 
whole we are still imbalanced the other way, and a deep economic down
turn could drive our unskilled workers out of industry entirely. The 
Hid-~'1est BI problem should thus be corrected with ne"T implantation 
rather than sacrificing existing apprentices. 

--8 June 1974 
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EnJ.arged :~~.'d Plenum of 3rd Central Conl.l11ittee ..•..... 16-17 H2.rch 1S'74 
1st Session-~Saturaay, 16 Harch 

Present: CC· Brosius, Foster, Knox, Gordon, Robertson, Samuels, 
Seymour, Schaefer, Jennings (NYC); Cravlford (Detroit) j 

Carter, Nelson (BA)i Shapiro (LA). 
alt CC: Cantor, Norden, Drummond; Sharpe (NYC); Green, 

Gflman, Smith (Chicago); Adrian (Detroit); l'Jaters (BA); 
Hayes (LA) 

Control Commission: Reissner 
C.O.-staff: Grant, Kelley, Toni, Rossi, Ryan 
InternatIOnal DeEar,!:ment: Dimiri Barbara (Nalloon) 
SL organizers and exec. members~ 
--Boston="-Simoi1S(org':T, Carling, Anderson 

Buffalo--Shepherd (org.), Apple, Billy B., Charlie, 
Bruce A. 

Detroit--Jerry H. 
Chicago--Spector 
New York City--Morris (org.), Knolls, Brule 
LA--Martha P. (org.) 
Cleveland--Watson (org.), Eastman, Pam E., Ed C. 

SL fraction heads: Davidson (NYC); Keith D. (Detroit) 
RCY N.~Larkin, Gibbons, Atkins, McAllister, Gardner, 
--Elliot 
RCY N.O. staff: Steve R., Sanders, Steve B., Johnson 
Fraternal:-Hannah (SL/ANZ CC), John (SL/ANZ)i Phil, Reed 
-(Toronto) • 

(Secretary's note: ~umerous comrades did not give the secretary their 
names and status, hence '-1ere not recorded.) 

Meeting convened 9:30 a.m. 

1. Con~~ plenum. Report by Robertson. 
a. Organization £f plenum. 
b. Rules. 

~1o,!:~on: To adopt the plenum rules (attached to these minutes) • 
:e.~ssed 

Motion: That CCers not on the presiding committee chair 
sessions. 

c. ~gend~. 

~otion: To adopt the proposed agenda (attached to these minutes) . 
E.assed 

d. Attendance. It is proposed that the heads of TU fractions, 
the youth NC, local executive committee members, and SL 
organizers from areas where there are no CC members, interna
tional department members, and active comrades with political 
differences to be debated, be invited to this plenum. 

Motion: To enlarge this plenum by inviting the indicated comrades 
------ to attend the open sessions. E.assed 

e. ~~~ica~ arrangements. Report by Brosius (5 min.) 
f. Projected sc2E~ £f Elenum. 
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3rd Plenwn 3rd CC 
Saturday 

2. 16-17 March 1974 

Chair: Carter 

2. International Movement. ----
a. Greetin~s from SL/ANZ and British ReEort. Report by Hannah. 

(15 min.) 

b. ReEort e~ SharEe. (45 min.) 
1) European conference 5} India 
2) France 6) Ceylon 
3) Germany 7) Canada 
4) Israel 8) Latin America 

c. ReEort on ~ritish worki~ class movement. By Brule. (11 min.) 

discussion: (4 min.) Gordon, Norden, Shapiro, Robertson, Foster, 
Hayes, Nelson, Cantor, Carter, 2nd round: (2 nin.) Seymour, Gordon, 
Norden, Shapiro, Robertson, Foster,-Cantor, Carter 

~umrnarie~ by Brule (4 min.), Sharpe (30 min.), Hannah (5 min.) 

3. Nationalism. Report by Samuels (25 min.) 

discussio~: Robertson, Norden, Hayes, Schaefer, Eastman, Foster, 
Samuels, Robertson, Seymour, Norden, Robertson, Norden 

Summar~ by Samuels (5 min.) 

~oti~~ (by Sharpe): To accept the international report. Easse£ ~~an~ 

Motion (by Samuels): To accept the Y. Rad article in ~N #35, exclud
ing the characterization of the 1948 war as an-Il imperialist" 

Motion 

"Tar. passed ~~~~~ 

(by Robertson): To authorize the drafting of a resolution 
to be submitted to the National Conference in accordance 
with [the thrust of:]the report here on Nationalism, the 
article by Y. Rad in WV #35 and "The Leninist Policy Toward 
Irrmigration/Emigration" in WV #36, and the draft PB motion of 
PB.#22 (11 December 1973), noting the resultant emph~sis 
sh~ft in the "Orange and Green" article on Ireland in ~1V #7. 

Motion (by Norden): That the right of self-determination is a 
----- general democratic right which applies to all nations, includ

ing Hebrew and Arab-speaking peoples in the Near East. How
ever, whether Leninists advocate separation depends on a 
number of concrete circumstances. The right of self-determin
ation cannot be implemented by suppressing the right of self
determination for another people. 

~~oEosal that the above statement by Norden be added as an amendment 
to the motion by Robertson. a~reed 

No~den Amendment ~ssed unanimously 
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3rd Plenum 3rd CC 
Saturday 

3. 16-17 March 1974 

VOTE on Robertson's motion as 
amended: for: all except; 

abstainin~: Ed C., Davidson 
E..assed 

Announcements. 
Session adjourned 2:30 p.m. reconvened 4~30 p.m. 
Chair: Gordon 

4. Perseective ~ task~. (see outline appended to these minutes). 
Reports by Seymour and Robertson. 

discussion: (4 min.) Crawford, Hayes, Green, Schaefer, Smith, 
Sharpe, Samuels, Shapiro, Drummond, Gilman, Davidson, Brosius, 
Norden, Carter, Martha P., Foster, Adrian, Cantor, Nelson, Jen
nings, Knox, Simons, Shepherd, Keith, Gordon, 2nd round: (2 min.) 
Crawford, Hayes, Green, Schaefer, Smith, Sharpe;-Samuels, Shapiro, 
Drummond, Gilman, Davidson, Brosius, Norden, Carter, Martha, 
Foster, Cantor, Nelson, Jennings, Knox, Simons, Shepherd, Keith, 
~laters, Diana 

Motion (by Robertson): That the closed session of the plenum also be 
open to the organizers where there is no CC member (Cleveland, 
Boston, Buffalo) and to the Control Commission. ~~~~£ 

Session adjourned 8:50 p.m., reconvened 11~20 p.m. 

Summaries by Robertson (18 min.) and Seymour (10 min.) 

Motion (by Seymour): We see Detroit as the primary priority for 
black colonization. 

Motion (by Robertson): To authorize the PB to proceed with drafting 
a document for the National Conference on the basis of the 
attached outline and this discussion, excepting those ques
tions which have been held out for debate later in the plenum. 

E..~sse£ ~na~ 

Motion: To table the motion by Seymour on black colonization to 
Detroit until the point on organization. E..as~ed 

~~tion: To table the following ten-point motion by Robertson to 
the Political Bureau. ~assed unan. 

Motion(by Robertsow: Financial Crisis Interim Measures 
r:-rocals should be financiatly aggressive; C.o. financially 

conservative--local costs much less and primary source of 
recrui tment-·-this is above all a national crisis. 

2. subs--we announce in ~N change in subs to primarily 3rd 
class, also offer first class sub. Motivation: "toward 
weekly WV" (not only rise in postal rates), search out 
fruitfur-paper sales--make money on street sales. 

3. hold up financial implementation on weekly t-N. 
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4. clamp down on international and domestic travel expense, 
csp. the latter (need criteria, see below). 

5. local self-financing on tours, e.g. rigid local total 
financing, i.e., locals to pay 1/2 travel from last area 
and 1/2 travel cost to next area; seek "honorariums." 

6. keep YS at bi-monthly, maximum l2-pager (use NV as 
necessary supplement). --

7. no present Southern branch-building perspective. 

8. give working reality to P.D.F.: gainful job emphasis; 
survey sympathizers and contacts systematically and 
heavily for donations. 

9. no pamphlets run on small press. 

10. C.O. cutback--hold off for 1 to 2 months to: e.g. Allen 
and Norden part-time; Rossi look after her and Kelley's 
kids; Brosius on return, to part time. 

5. Terrorism ~ the ~LA. Presentation by Foster, presentation by 
Perry. (see attached letter by Perry to PB) 

Announcements. 
Session adjourned 1:10 a.m. 

Sunday, 17 March 1974 
Meeting convened 9:30 a.m. 
Chair: Knox 

* * * * * 

discussion: (5 min.)Robertson, Norden, Cantor, Samuels, Seymour, 
Carter, Jennings, Schaefer, Hayes, Brosius, Shapiro, Nelson, 
Adrian, Gilman, t'7aters, Drummond, Cravlford, 2nd round: (2 min.) 
Robertson, Norden, Cantor, Samuels, Seymour,lCarter;-Jennings, 
Schaefer, Hayes, Brosius, Shapiro, Nelson, Adrian, tvaters, 
Drummond, Crawford, Gordon, Sharpe, Brule, Green, Eastman 

Summ~ies by Perry (15 min.) and Foster (15 min.) 

Motion (by Robertson and Seymour): The plenum endorses the line and 
article "Idiot Terrorism" in WV and specifically the sentence 
in that article; "Also not defensible is the SLA, with its 
obscure origins and its even more obscure politics, including 
a significant dose of mysticism and irrationality." 

(VOTE: CC: for: Nelson, Robertson, Jennings, Gordon, 
Knox, Foster, Seymour, Schaefer, 
Crawford, Brosius, Hannah, Samuels, 
Carter 

9.EE.: Shapiro 
alt ££: for: Cantor, Sharpe, Norden, Adrian, 

Drummond, Smith, tva ters, Gi lman , 
Green 
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Motion 

VOTE (continued): 
~!~ ~~: SE~: Haye~ 
£the£! for: Horrl.s, Gardner, Larkin, Gibbons, 

Dimir, Johnson, Steve B., Grant, 
Spector, Cramer, Smith, Roman, 
Anderson, Charlie, Watson, Elliot, 
Ka~cn W., Knolls, Jerry H., Hansen, 
Sanders, Ed C., Reisling, Apple, 
Ryan, Barbara, Diana, John, Allen, 
Brule, Steve R. , Reissner, Douglas, 
Carling, Toni, Bruce A., Kelley, 
Shepherd, Simons, Sam H., Atkins 

(by Shapiro): With 
action required of 
take a position on 
part of the left. 
ly indefensible. 

£EE.! Perry) ~~~~~ 

the information available to us, and the 
us, at this time, it is not desirable to 
whether~he ~itself is defensible as 
The act of kidnapping Patty Hearst is clear-' 

(VOTE: Cc: for: 
~~E.: 
for: 
opp: 
for: 
£EE.: 

Shapiro 
all other 
none alt CC: 
all 

other: none 
(same as listed "for" in above 
motion).) defea~ed 

Motion (by Hayes): With the information available to us, we judge 
------ the SLA part of the left, of the same type as Weatherman, 

Venceremos or the Black Panthers in their early phase, and 
therefore defensible, noting that the. kidnapping of P. Hearst 
is an indefensible act. 

(VOTE: CC: for: none 
£EE.: all 

alt CC: for: Hayes 
£l2.E.: all other 

other: for: none 
---- 0EP: same list as "for" first motion. 

abstain~~: Perry) defeated 

Motion (by Perry): The killing of Foster and the kidnapping of P. 
Hearst were political attacks against the bourgeois state and 
the bourgeois class by the radical petty-bourgeois SLA and 
thus are defensible terrorism. 

(VOTE: CC: for: none 
£E.~: all 

alt CC: for: none 
£EE.: all 

other: for: Perry 
~: same list as "for" first motion.) 

defeated 

6. United Front vs. Class Collaboration. Presentation by Robertson, 
presentation by Henry ~ . 

Announcements. 
Session adjourned 1:55 p.m., reconvened 4:30 p.m. 
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discussion: (5 min.) Gordon, Drummond, Norden, Jennings, Foster, 
Sharpe; Schaefer, Martha, Gilman, Hayes, Seymour, Nelson, 
Shapiro, Charlie, Samuels, Green, 2nd round: (2 min.) Hannah, 
Ed C., Simons, Carter, Gordon, Drummond;JNorden, Jennings, Foster, 
Sharpe, Schaefer, Martha, Hayes, Nelson, Samuels 

Summaries by Henry and Robertson. 

Motion (by Robertson): The plenum endorses as principled and perti
nent our successful solicitation of the bourgeois Democratic 
Party leader and lawyer, NY City Council President Paul 
O'Dwyer, to endorse the demonstration in support of the 
British miners' strike which was organized in accordance with 
Leninist united front principles. 

(VOTE: CC: for: all 
alt cc: for: all 
-other: for: 46 

abStaining: Henry) 

7. Other Organizational Questions. 
a. ReEort ~ Brosius.---------

d~~cussion: Robertson, Smnuels, Seymour, Schaefer, Shepherd, 
Jennings, Shapiro, Nelson, Drummond, Gilman, Adrian, Smith, Knox, 
Crawford, Hayes, Carter, Martha, Green, Foster 

~~ar~ by Brosius. 

Motion (by Brosius): 1) that we seek to transfer two black comrades 
to Detroit in the next few months; 
2) that we reinforce TU implantation in the following des
cending order of priority: Chicago II, Buffalo BI, Cleveland 
BI, and Chicago Bli 
3) that there be no new in-transfer of cadre to LA; 
4) that Buffalo become a chartered local. 

Arnen~en~ (by Seymour): To amend part 2 of Brosius' motion, so that 
there be no listed order of priority, at this time, among the 
BI locales for implantation. 

(VOTE: CC: for: Seymour 
opp: all others, except: 
ab~~~ni~~: Jennings 
no~ voti~: Hannah 

alt CC: abstaini~: Hayes, Adrian, Waters, Smith 
othe~: £E£: Reissner, Shepherd, Bruce A., Perry, 

Billy B., Martha, Charlie, Cramer 
abstainin~: 15) ~~en~en~ £efe~~~~ 

Brosius' motion Eassed unan. 
b. 1974 ~umm~ Ca~ ReEort by Drummond. ------ .. 

~ 8. ProEosed Call ~ National Conference. Report by Robertson. 

discussion: Jennings, Schaefer, Foster, Simons 
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Motion: That there be an SL National Conference [for 3 1/2-4 days] in 
the period of August 24-1 September, and that a call be 
issued in the name of the Central Committee in accordance 
with the organizational stntutes, and that the main con
ference document be produced prior to the beginning of the 
90-day pre-conference discussion period. ~~sed una~ 

Motion: That it is our intention to prepare the following three 
additional documents for submission to the National Confer
ence: a memo on the international movement, a resolution on 
the national question; and revised organizational rules. 

Announcements. 
Session adjourned 8:00 p.m., reconvened 10:00 p.m. 

Closed session 
Chair: Schaefer 

* * * * * 

E.~ed ~an!.. 

Present: CC: Carter, Jennings, Robertson, Scahefer, Samuels, Seymour, 
Foster, Nelson, Gordon, Brosius, Shapiro, Crawford, Knox 

al t ££: Cantor, Hayes, Sharpe, Norden, tva ters, Green, Adrian, 
Gilman, Drummond, Smith 

frat: Hannah (SL/ANZ CC) 
other: Ryan, Shepherd (Buffalo org.), Watson (Cleveland org.), 

Reissner (Control Commission) 

~eE~rt ~ Slate Question by Robertson. (25 min.) 
a. Possible full & alternate members of CC. 
b. Mechanism for composing slate. 

discussion: Samuels, Nelson, Foster, Adrian, Cantor, Robertson, 
Seymour, Samuels, Nelson, Robertson, Gordon, Sharpe, Cantor, 
Seymour, Foster, Crawford, Norden, Nelson, Robertson 

Motion: To accept the recommendation to have a nominating commission 
for slate, holding over to the next question the exact 
range or number of alternates to be selected. 

Plenum adjourned 11:45 p.m. 

Recorded and transcribed by: Cantor 
Reviewed by: Robertson 
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Enlarged 3rd Plenum of the 3rd Central Committee, 
Spartacist League/U.S. 

Saturd~ 

9:00-9:45 a.m. 

9:45-10:55 

10:55-11:55 
11:55-12:35 p.m. 

12:35-1:45 

1:45-3:45 

3:45-5:00 

5:00-7:30 

7:30-10:00 

10:00-10:50 

10:50-11:50 

recess 

16-17 r1arch 1974 

E!.op,osed a9:enda 

Con~ E!enu~ (attendance), organize (co~ittees, 
commissions, rules and announcements), proJected 
scope and tasks (toward next National Conference)-
Robertson 45 min. 

International Movement--Sharpe 45 min. 
special report-on British working class movement-
"Special Correspondent" 10 min. 
greetings from SL/ANZ and-British report--Hannah 
15 min. 
-- --general discussion--60 min. 
summaries--"s.c." & Hannahl0 mi~., Sharpe 30 mi~. 

Nationalism--Samuels 20 min. 
general discussion-~40 min. 

summary--lO mi~. -- ---

lunch and commissions--l20 min. 

Perspective & Tasks of the SL/US--Seymour 45 ~~~., 
Robertson 30-min-.-- -- --- -----

general discussion--150 ~in. 

dinner and commissions--150 min. 

summaries--Robertson ~~ ~in., Seymour ~~ ~~~. 

Terrorism & the SLA--Foster ~~ ~~~., Perry 30 ~~~. 



(; Sundax. 

9:00-11:30 

11:30-12:00 

12:00-1:00 

1:00-3:30 

3:30-5~30 

5:30-6:00 

(to be 
scheduled) 

2 . 

general discussion--~~Q ~in. 

summaries--Perry ~~ m~., Foster !~ mi~. 

United Front vs. Class Collaboration--Robertson 
30 min. -, -Henry-3 0 -~!.~ -:- --------

lunch and commissions, including RCY-NC--!~Q ~~~. 

general discussion--~~Q mi~. 

summaries--Henry 15 ~~~., Robertson ~~ ~in. 

Affirmative Action--Knox, Waters [?], transfer 
needs, other organizational questions--e.g. 
Buffalo L.C.? 

~~~osed Call ~ po~urn~nt~ for Nationa~ £~~f~~~nc~ 
20 min. 

special report--Drurn~ond 10 mi~. 

dinner and commissions--120 min. 

closed session (to all but full and alternate 
CC and Ryan) 



, P~oposed Rules for 
Enlarged-Plenum ot ~~-!1-~arch 197~ 

1. The condition for our use of the meeting room is extreme order
liness on the premises--including halls, elevator and toilets. 
No cigarette butts ground out on floors, no soft drink cans 
left in corners, etc. 

2. Commissions--the long meal breaks (2, 2 1/2, 2 1/2, 2 hrs. 
respectively) are for commission meetings, e.g. TU (separate 
fractions?), Black, Women, Latin, finances, press, archival, 
RCY-NC. These will be specifically arranged as the plenum 
proceeds. 

3. Normal speaking rights are accorded to: full and alternate CC 
members, party organizers in locals without CC members, c.o. 
department heads, Control Commission members and CC members of 
other sections. Others may speak by permission of the body. 

4. On a discussion point a speakers' list will be taken in advance 
for a first round and closed. Two thirds of the scheduled 
total speaking time will be divided equally among the speakers. 
The balance of the time will be used for a second round. If 
the number of would-be speakers is so great as not to permit 
significant contribution in the time available, adjustment-
preferrably in advance and by equitable negotiation--must be made. 

5. All motions and amendments, other than procedural, shall. be made 
in writing and submitted to the plenum secretariat. 

6. The presiding committee will be Brosius, Crawford, Foster, Nelson; 
Robertson. 
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I. 

PersEective and Task~--
draft outline fo~ National Conference resolution 

(unless otherwise indicated, for 
line see relevant worke~~ V~nguar~s) 

t~or!.£ EconoIEY. 

1. 1972-73 Boom 

a) strongest since Korean war. 

b) produced acute shortages in primary products (actual 

decline in world food output in 1972). 

c) physical shortages spurred primary products, inflation-

ary spiral, becoming speculative and cartel manipulated 

(e.g. oil). 

d) likely recessions in Germany and u. S., slm"down in 

Japan in 1974, independent of oil. 

2. Oil and v70rld Conjuncture 

a) moved fon-lard, intensified and made more uniform world 

downturn. 

b) financial effects should lead to sharp reduction in 

world trade between advanced capitalist countries. 

c) devalue all currencies relative to u.s. dollar. 

d) significant impetus to world finance chaos. 

e) primary product price spiral should break in world 

slump; likely early 1975. 

II. ~2rl~ Political Situation 

l. Interimperialist rivalries 

2. Deformed workers states urge toward detente and tendency 

to break down 

3. European instability 
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4. Yom Kippur war and aftermath 

5. economic crisis impact on backward countries. 

[Note: A separate document on nationalism is projected for the 
National Conference.] 

III. U.S. ~con~~y 

1. Current Situation 

a) in absence of oil crisis, normal downturn should have 

occured in Spring 1974. 

b) oil crisis created uneven contraction, with elements 

maintaining momentum of past boom. 

c) above elements (overcoming bottlenecks, rebuilding 

depleted inventories, capital investment) should carry 

through early 1975. 

2. International effects 

a) general reduction in market for U.S. manufactured 

exports. 

b) large influx of speculative money capital with both 

positive and inflationary results. 

3. Most Likely Projection 

a) net zero growth in 1974 with extreme sectoral differ-

encesi 10% inflation. 

4. Possibility of Runaway Inflation 

a) if wage offensive breaks 13%, possibility of 20% 

inflation by late 1974. 
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b) would create overriding immediate political crisis; 

possibility of state wage freeze. 

IV. Domes~ic Politics 

1. Constitutional crisis, electoral prospects, etc. in light 

of economic and international situation 

2. Strength of Henry Jackson, Wallace as social chauvinist 

champions vis-a-vis sharpened arms race with Soviet Union, 

V. ~abor ~nd Soci~!. Struggles 

1. Current Situation 

a) unexpected lull in working-class struggle following 

1970-71 strike wave. 

b) only working class in advanced capitalist countries 

suffering fall in real wages in 1973, fewest strikes 

in a decade. 

c) trade union bureaucracy main, direct agency of 

repression (e. g. UAt'7 1,000 bureaucrat goon squad). 

d) complete moral bankruptcy of central government. 

e) tendency of unions to increase reliance on state, e.g. 

Miller and suits against local unions by 'leftists.' 

2. Projection 

a) major labor/social struggles in corning year. 

b) low-level bureaucrats, aspirants supporting radical 

(., resolutions, flirting toTi th reds. 

c) condition for deferall---sharp depressionary economic 

downturn, massive unemployment. 
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d) symptomatic very good response to ~~ at plants, in-

~ cluding among unlikely workers' strata. 

3. Lumpen-proletariat 

a) lumpen frenzy caused by inflation and welfare program 

cutbacks. 

b) lumpen-hippie terrorism (SLA/Hearst case) . 

VI. SL Trade Union Work 

1. General 

a) choice of industries for work and implantation. 

b) elections--supporter candidates and critical support 

to others. 

c) Affirmative action--"for whom, by whom?" 

2. Specific 

a) II d) Tl 

b) LI e) T2 

c) BI f) PE 

VII. Blacks 

1. Objective Conditions 

a) continuing tendency for black dominance in key sec-

tors of proletariat. 

b) instances of sub-black proletariat (e.g. Arabs in 

Detroit auto) . 

c) continued collapse of revolutionary socialist black 

nationalist (e.g. BNC is stillborn and localized). 
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d) growth of Pan-African nationalism: cultural-academic; , political--support to guerrilla movements. 

2. SL's Black Nork • 

a} lack of black cadres is only and signal failure of 

transformation. 

b) in recent period modest linear recruitment to RCY, 

serious trade union contacts. 

c) lack of black cadre is absolute barrier to key trade 

union activity (i.e. North American II). 

d) recruitment and development of black cadre must be a 

dominant concern of entire movement. 

e} need to concentrate black members initially in a 

strongely-led local with a suitable milieu. 

VIII. Latin Work 

1. Chicano 

2. Puerto Rican 

3. Other, especially international aspect~ 

IX. Students 

1. Political Mood 

a) general absence of militant struggle. 

b) no positive solidarity with bourgeois society. 

c) growth and respectability of academic Marxism. 

2. RCY (toward SY) 

a) other than YSA and RU (Attica Brigade), only socialist 
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organization doing systematic campus work, important 

~ source of growth. 

• 

b) division of labor between NB and RCY chapters. 

c) importance of regional work, campus towns . 

X. vlork Amon9. ~2.me~ 

1. General 

a) decline in, but continued existence of, radical 

feminist circles. 

b) growth of social democratic, trade union bureaucracy 

labor/reformist women's groups (e.g. CLUN). 

2. SL Women's vJork 

a) over-all assessment. 

b) Nomen & Revolution. 

XI. SL ~enera~ Perspectives 

1. Role of SL in u.s. left 

a) have surpassed IS, PL, WL, NCLC. 

b) above organizations have suffered major splits, 

cadre depletion and/or general discrediting reflect-

ing over-ambitious perspectives in relatively quies-

cent period. 

c) only CP, SWP, Maoist spectrum is now larger, more 

important than SL. 

2. To go beyond Transformation Tasks 

a) if projected period of labor/social struggles occur, 

historic responsibility to qualitatively increase our 
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roots, influence among masses. 

b) failure to take advantage of opportunities, or stag-

nation flowing from objective conditions would lead 

to demoralization, reaction within our membership • 

c) financial crisis. 

XII. Concrete Tasks 

1. Preparation for ~ weekly as necessary interventionist 

organ; other periodicals; bulletins and pamphlets; impor

tance of indexed bound volumes of ~~~tacis~ and ~ork~£~ 

2. United Front 

a) greater use of united front, tactical maneuvering in 

coming period. 

b)· criteria for organizing, participating in united 

fronts (e.g. O'D"~er question). 

3. Candidacies in 1974 governmental elections 

4. Regroupment 

a) lull in recent past. 

b) continued importance and prospects (e.g. IT). 

5. National Geographical Distribution--the South. 

XIII. International ~artacist Tendency (IST). [Separate memo -------- ---
projected for National Conference1. Importance of SL/US and 

its responsibility in this work. 
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STRIKES , Attachment to Draft Outline 

Year Ma~-£~~ (Mi11!.ons) Percent of t"Jork Time 
• -- --- ----

1965 23.3 0.15 % 

1966 25.4 .15 

1967 42.1 .25 

1968 49.0 .28 

1969 42.9 .24 

1970 66.4 .37 

1971 47.6 .26 

1972 27.1 .15 

Jan-Oct 1972 24.8 .16 

Jan-Oct 1973 20.9 .13 

(Source: ~~nth!x !!~bo!:·Revi~, 
January 1974) 

* * * 
Year Combined Index (based on rate of unemploy-

ment and rise-in cost of living) 

1974 (spring) 15. % 
1973 13.7 
1972 8.9 
1971 10.2 
1970 10.4 
1969 9.6 
1968 8.3 
1967 6.9 
1966 7.1 
1965 6.5 
1964 6.3 
1963 7.4 
1962 6.7 

... 1960 7.1 
1958 8.5 
1956 7.0 
1954 5.1 
1953 3.5 

(., 1952 3.9 
1950 11.1 (Source: ~~~ Yo!:~ Po~~) 



(, Political Bureau 

Dear Comrades: 

Letter to Political Bureau 

12 March 1974 
Oakland, California 

The purpose of this letter is to briefly motivate my opposition 
• to the "Idiot Terrorism" article in NV #39 summarized in the motion 

put forward in the BASL local discussIons of 17 February and 3 March 
which stated: 

Motion: The killing of Foster and the kidnapping of P. Hearst 
were political attacks against the bourgeois state and 
the bourgeois class by the radical petty bourgeois SLA 
and thus are defensible terrorism. 

The position of this motion, that the SL.:should solidarize with the 
anticapitalist impulse of the SLAts terrorism and be willing to take 
up their defense as we did with Weatherman, is counterposed to the 
position taken in the article that "a l so not defensible is the SLA." 

At issue here is the Leninist position on terrorism. The art
icles on IITerrorism and Communism ll in @£artacist #17-18 and "Massacre 
at Attica" in trilV #1 should have served as modets for the correct 
evaluation of the SLA. Instead, to the extent that the IT article 
concentrates on a hands-off attitude toward the SLA, to that extent 
the article skewed the Leninist strategy which rejects left-wing 
terrorism as not revolutionary enough. That is, arguing that the SLA 
is rightist, criminal, provacateur-riddled, mentally unstable, mys
tical, irrational, Mansonite, programless and obscure, a cult indul
ging in indiscriminate reactionary nationalist atrocities, a melange 
alien to the left even if they had bombed the UC AMRC, the article 
condemns the SLA too zealously; it IIproves" too much. Thus when we 
repudiate misguide~militants in the face of the reaction of the 
bourgeois state, then we present the Leninist position on terrorism 
only secondarily. 

Historically, Lenin's break from his early acute sympathy for 
terrorism (violence which was the tragic convulsion of the already 
doomed claims of declasse layers to an independent historic role, 
where Alexander Ulyanov stood farther from the workers than had the 
terrorists of the preceding generation), prefaced Lenin's embracing 
of the Emancipation of Labour group on the eve of mass proletarian 
upheaval. Today when we anticipate mass working class strikes it 
is our task to counterpose Leninism to what the SLA represents, 
namely the fanatical extreme convulsion of the New Left. In parti
cular, as a part of the struggle to win black cadre from groups 

~ whose impulse is to transcend the limitations of 3rd period Stalin
ism, it is our task to counterpose Leninism to the SLAts black lump
en influenced tragic inversion of \TN militarism and prison repress
ion. To counterpose Leninism to terrorism begins with the recogni
tion that the SLA has indeed dra''ln a class line. 

(." The problem with the SLA is that killing and kidnapping are the 
usual activities of criminals. But as the ERP actions attest, 
attacks on the lives of the bourgeoisie or their agents can also 
shade over into politically motivateG attacks directed against the 
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class enemy. And it is not at all the !.~ngt!! or E!.~~inen~~ of 
history, nor the coherence of program that divides the pathetic kill
er from the political telrrorist. Rather: 

"One may disagree with 'outbreaks' tactically, one is 
bound to advise militants--including Black militants-
against adventurism. But this much must be clear: 
once the battle has been joined, we have a side--the 
side of the oppressed, outraged and exploited •.. against 
the ruling class and its state." (e.E~rtacis~_ #17-18) 

The history of the SLA is completely obscure only if one chooses to 
ignore the evolved history of Vcnceremos-like groups, heterogeneous 
and chaotically amorphous to begin with, active among subjectively 
anticapitalist prisoners, VN vets, radical women, Indians, etc. in 
protest activity which the SL only marginally intersects. That this 
milieu could spawn an ideological descendent like the SLA is alluded 
to in the article as events "not without their lessons for the Marx
ist movement." In fact the dynamic of the degeneration of such doom
ed politics is precisely to elevate an ex-con, like Cinque, as the 
"3rd \'JOrld" leadership of former activists around Venceremos, as 
Little and Remiero, coalescing into the SLA. That the article 
"obscures" the arrest of the 2 SLA-claimed "soldiers" indicates a 
certain unseriousness (since they're not defensible why even mention 
them). Even now the SLAts organizational history can be traced back 
thru a split in the fall of '73 to their founding conference last 
June. Their utopian democratic and anti-imperialist program has 
been published, broadcast, and televised in anything but an obscure 
manner. 

The article merely reports the killing of Foster. Later the 
characterization is drawn that the SLA indulges in "actions such as 
the mass murder at Lod" which were reactionary nationalist inspired. 
On the contrary, the SLAts communiqued claims for offering a "con
tract" on and then gunning down Foster to get Cops Out of the Schools 
is not nationalist; this is terrorism carried out on a minimal class 
basis, as-was the-Sofia Cathedral killings. As an isolated case---
the Fostor killing resembles the normal existence of blacks in U.S. 
urban jungles. But his killers did not retreat into obscurity. 
Agai~ they carried out in practice their communiqued strategy against 
the capitalist enemy. For kidnapping P. Hearst as an anti-capitalist 
hostage the SLA has enraged and embarrassed the bourgeoisie and can 
expect to die for their fanatical idealism of those who dream of 
destroying, not appropriating, the capitalist system of value. 

The kidnapping of Caroline Kennedy's class sister is certainly a 
misfortune. However, in this case the explanation is not to be 
found in the "~nl~" parallel of the rhetoric of S. Bond, flourished 
for primitive capitalist accumulation. Nor is a Freudian analysis 
of the SLAts preoccupation with primordial reptiles adequate (al
though there is some parallel with Weatherman's fascination with the 
four pronged devil fork). Among other things, the SLA uses lan
guage of multi-racial utopians who long for the freedom of pre-class 
equality. Also, as the current impotence of the SA gestapo (i.e. 
police bureaucracy) demonstrates, a police-provocateur is not the 
problem with the SLA. In any case, writhing with the government 
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instability of Natergate, sections of the ruling class are not dis
patching agents to kidnap each other's daughters. 

The axis of the article is its reaction to the Hearst kid
napping: 

"Even though it only involves one perl::5on, the kidnapping of 
Patricia Hearst, who, unlike her father, is guilty of no 
known crime against the working people .•• , has more in 
common with the completely indefensible ••• kidnapping of 
Israeli athletes than it does with 'a bomb' against 'the 
Russian tsars; which, however misguided, was at least an 
attack on an important class enemy'." 

That is, although the SLA has been exhibited as so idiotically apoli
tical to the point that they would be indefensible even if they had 
attacked viciously reactionary Randolph, it is felt doubly necessary 
to deny that the SLA has in any way attacked a powerfully important 
class enemy. However, the tears of Catherine do not wash away her 
job as UC regent, who, among other things, directs the policies of 
the campus AMRC. Unlike athletes kidnapped to attack the Israeli 
~~ti£~, P. Hearst was ~£~ kidnapped simply as any member of the Amer
ican nation. Denied in the article is the direct biological, and 
thus legal, class relationship between bourgeois parents and daughter 
which is fundamentally necessary for the perpetuation of their class, 
a relationship SUIDID€d up in the right of inheritance of property and 
drawn out as the dominant relationship under the circumstances of an 
attack directed at-rhe-Hearst family. 

It is a subordinate question that P. Hearst is not only personally 
"innocent" but openly sympathetic to the SLA, in her liberal fashion. 
It is elemental Marxism to regard the relations between people as 
primary and their consciousness of those relationships as secondary. 
Her declasse student life-style, during which her class ties remained 
temporarily in the background, was not some self-contained Eerm~nent 
status; declasse status (not only for her but also for prisoners!) is 
the suspension, for a period, of a clearly defined class role. The 
SLA has £han~~ that intermediate situation and ~efin~~ her Erimary 
relationship to her family's class. 

The class nature of "innocent" ruling class children was clear 
to the Bolsheviks. The taking hostage of ruling class children was 
the kind of terrorist tactics not rejected by the Bolsheviks. Is it 
not our task to counterpose a tactic, when facing the \-,hi te army, 
of terrorist child-napping to the SLA's strategy of kidnapping ruling 
class children in order to provoke a civil war? 

Notably, class instincts contradict ~~. Randolph knows he is 
being attacked as an important class enemy. "If my son were kid
napped nobody would give a damn" says a hungry mother defiantly 
taking food. Similarly, an FBI agent remarked some time ago that 
the SLAts next step would be to demand the release of all CA prison
ers. He was close; their most recent demand is for the TV exposure 
of the reality of CA prisoners, the special bodies of bourgeois vio
lence which provided the material conditions for those who would 
evolve into the SLA to recognize their oppression as social rather 
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than individual. Naturally the u.s. left uncritically enthusing 
over the Gulag Archipelago has nothing but uniform denunciation for 
the SLA. It is essential that we raise the banner of Smash the 
Prisons! The TV demand, idealizing the prison "vanguarcr~ilis-
directed at Reagan whose administration rests on the prisons and 
who appreciated Rockefeller's response to Attica. We can expect 
that he will not be concerned with h~~ane treatment of hostages . 

We should solidarize with the SLA's ultra-militant struggle 
against the state. We only seek to give that struggle the strategic 
perspectives that will lead to the workers conquering state power. 
As the ~~ar~is~ so eloquently stated: 

"The left-wing terrorists are, then, an integral part 
of the radical movement whose orientation is dramatically 
counterposed to that of revolutionary socialism. They 
are objectively anti-Leninist, destructive and self
destructive. Like any other radical but not genuinely 
Marxist grouping (the CP, SWP, l'7orkers League, Progressive 
Labor) they are no more than this. But it is nece~~ary to 
understand that th~ ~ !!£ less." 

With comradely and Leninist greetings, 

Perry 


